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Dennews.com is rolling out
20 podcasts in 20 daJs

» This week the
dennews.com and
pounceonfine staff
did nine podcasts
with football
players, hockey
PODCASTS
players, musicians
and political~
active students.
Go to dennews.'
com and check
out podcasts with:
Foreigner,
Chicago band,
Flying ll.lst Below
Radar,
Panther football
player Micah
Rucker,
Musician Tyrone Wells,
iSports Player of the Week Nicolle
Stinson
Eastern Hockey Team
Travis Bounds, President of EIU
College Democrats
The band Seemless and
Eastern Cross Country runner Dave
Carlson.

20
20
DAYS

~ID' WEEKEND

Trustees interview search firms
By Ashley Rueff
Senior Universrty l'.eporter

The Board of Trustees will hold a special
meeting today to interview search firms that
could help in finding Eastern's next president.
The board plans co choose one of two firms ro
head the search, said Money Bennett, director of
the purchasing office.
"These search firms have a wealth ofexperience

and expertise in helping and working with higher
education institutions in finding the right person
to be president," he said.
The firm will do most of the fieldwork in the
search.
They will also work in conjunccion with
the Presidential Search Advisory Committee,
Bennett said.
Blair Lord, Provost and ~ke president for
academic affairs, said it would be good to cho"ose

a search firm with a national presence so that
Eascern can interview presidential candidates
from all over the coumry.
He expecrs the search process for a president
co proceed as soon as possible.
"The timelineissnugso (the search committee)
will have to move along fairly promptly," he said.
"But I'm confidem they can do that."

»

SEE TRUSTEES, PAGE AS

GJIOE

Foreigner sold out for
Lantz Arena Saturday show
» On the Verge of the Weekend
puts out the Daily Eastern News'
Family Weekend Guide, complete
with an interview with Foreigners'
keyboardist, a guide to area
attractions and two pages of
weekend calendar that will keep
everyone's parents busy.
Page C1
SPORTS

Panthers get ready for
Southeast Missouri Game
n Vincent Webb, Jr. and the
Panthers get ready for their Family
Weekend game.
Page 81

CARRIE HOWS f THE DAJLT WTERI llEWS

.

Phila, played by Aubrey Wiggs, confuses Senex, played by David Wolski, as her captain to whom she was sold in "A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum."

SPORTS

Cross country team aases
mental techniques to help
» It's more than just running, and
Eastern's team will do anything to
get an edge.

Page 84
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Play features Roman rendezvous, riots
New musical to run for
five days at the village
theatre

VOTER
REGISTRATION

By Julie Morss
Staff Reporter

n Days left to register to vote
in November's elections:

5
» Voters can register at the
Coles County Circuit Oerk's
Office at the courthouse in
Charleston through Oct. 10.
n Two forms of ID are
needed, including <>ne with a
current address.
» For more information, visit
www.dennews.com or
www.co.coles.il.us/ooclerk/

I NEW MUSICAL

Pseudolus no longer wants co
be a slave in Rome, but co have his
own freedom.

When his master, Scnex, and

tonight. "A Funny Thing Happened

mistress, Domina, leave, the laziest
slave learns that the young master,
Hero, has fallen in love with a virgin
in the house of Lycus, a slave dealer
specializing in beautiful women.
Pseudolus creates a deal in which
he will have his freedom if be can
gee the girl, Philia, for Hero.
This may sound like your latesc
Greek literature assignment, buc it
is actually the new musical opening

on the Way to che Forum" starrs at
7 p.m. and will run for five days.
"This show is full of big slap
stick," said Jean Wolski, faculty
member of theatre ans department.
The setting for chis spoof of

The Roman soldier, Captain
Miles Gloriosus, has a modern army
helmet.
"The slave is in running shoes
since he is constantly running
around," Wolski said.
Mosr musicals have six weeks

Roman Co!lledy is in a trailer park.

co reheruse, but the cast for this

"This show could rake place

performance has been practicing for
only four weeks.

anywhere," Wolski said.
The costumes a.re basic Roman
garb modernized.

» SEE llOMAll, PAGE A7

UNIVERSITY I COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Policy on grade appeals still being fixed in CAA
By Kevin leaealy
0nr111e Reporter

Although the Grade Appeal
Polley was tabled for the moment,

the meering was nor without input
The

Council

on Academic
Affairs hdd a meeting yesterday to
continue discussion on the revision
of grade appeals process.

on what to do about changing the
policy from CM and the faculty in
service.
Amo111g the compromises and

discussions that were brought to
head were the omission of the word
capricious on the pmposed Policy
on Review of Alleged Capricious
Grades.
What authority the department
should have in grade appeals and

what the role of the department
chair should be was also discussed.
One member at the meeting
even questioned if grade appeals
need co be fixed.

»

SEE CAA, PAGE A7
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new staff

I RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION

By Leslie Bazhenow
RHA President

Prospective residenr assiscanrs

will go through a new process next
year.
Doug Howell, rcsidenr director
of Thomas Hall, gave a talk on the
new procedwes for next year's RA
positions at Thursday's Residence
Hall Association meeting.
'lbey are starring the application
and workshop process much earlier
this year.
Applicants will apply online,
give two references and attend one
of rwo workshops held the two
weeks after Thanksgiving Break.
"We're not only looking for the

energetic, outgoing people who
are friends with everyone," Howell
said, "We're also looking for the
behind the scenes workers who are
comfortable talking on a one-to-to
basis."
"People who are inceresced in a
fun and exciting position can apply
online ac www.eiu.edu/ #housing,"
he said.
Also at the meeting was Amanda
Raz, srudent executive vice president
Srudenr Action Team.
She said char the Srudenc
Government and the Srudent
Action Team will be holding a
Rock the Voce event from l 0 a.m.
co 3 p.m. Monday in the Library
Quad. The event will give students
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the chance to register co vote while
enjoying a live deejay.
The Residence Hall Association
meets ac 5 p.m. Thursdays in cbe
basement of Andrews Hall.

News staff
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I APPORTIONMENT BOARD

By Matt Hopf

DREW MCCLARITY

Confusion
at
Thwsday
nighr's
Apportionment
Board
meeting could have cost University
Board a lot of money.
UB was looking for $18,000
for Up All Nice, the new name
for Night ar the Union.
The board voted 6-4 co
approve the funds, but there was
confusion whether or not a
two-thirds
majority
was
needed or not.
A quick clarification reaffirmed
that only a general majority was
needed 7to pass.
"Somebody jusr
happened
to mention just off cbe top of their
head
that this
required a
rwo-thirds vote, and I was just kind
of .in
auromaric mode
ac
that point," said AB chair Levi
Bulgar. "It wasn't two-thirds;
ic was a simple majority."
The
$18,000
allocation
for Up All Nite will be used
to
sponsor
three
separate
even rs
that
will
cake
place in January, February, and
April.
Money will be used for
inflatable
games,
novdties,
giveaways, contests, and arts and
crafts.
A motion ro rry and give

UB rwo-thirds of the allocation end.
was
struck down
by
cbe
Deals
on
items
and
board after discussion.
entertainment are available earlier
Members
on
the
board then later.
were
concerned
with
the
If UB would have less time
size of the allocation.
co plan for the April evenr,
Two-chirds
of
the costs
would
.increase
original amount would have dramatically.
The
only
allowed for cbe board to see other
allocation
at
the results of the fuse rwo the meeting for $6,000 for the
events.
UB's
Mainstage
fund
was
"My sentiment was
chat unanimously approved,
which
with them (UB) only doing will
allow
the
program
rwo
evenrs
thus
far, char to
continue
on
in
the
attendance was all over the spring semester. The Mainstage also
place,"
said
member
Drew brings singers and bands into 7th
McClarity.
Street Underground for concerts
Spending
$5,000
on and performances.
the
evenc
in
April
chat
It also purs on open mic nights.
only
100
people
might
The
rwo
allocarions
attend would be a waste of approved
are
now
subject
money, McClarity said.
· co approval by the Student
UB Chair JC Miller, Vice Senate.
Chair Melissa Schaefer and
A vore by the Student
Special
Evenrs
Chair
Katie Senate will not cake place for rwo
Skaggs explained to the board weeks, while the allocations
that it would cost more in the are discussed.
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"My sentiment was that with them (UB)
only doing two events thus far, that
attendance was all over the place."

You may also calf 581 7942 or visit the student
publications newsroom at 1811 Buzzard Hall
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WHERE ARE YOU TAKING YOUR
FAMILY TIIlS WEEKEND?
Charleston's Favorite Restaurant

BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN
SANDWICHES*WRAPS*SALADS*APPETIZERS*
GYROS*QUESADILLAS*PORK BBQ*
SUPER NACHOS*FAJITAS*HOMEMADE CHILI &
EGETABLE BEEF SOUP* BURGERS*BEER &
HOMEMADE DESSERTS and much more!
HOME OF STRAWBERRY BREAD
Just off the square in Downtown Charleston

IDAlwJ g]I!If

mmt!IDilafcm

L~arning to. play
Interactive workshop
adClressed workplace
•

•

•

ISSUes such as d1ff1cult
coworkers
BJ B. H•cll.ett
Staff lleporter

Sandy Bowman knows char
difficulc people arc a face of life.
Bowman was part of workshop
ac Eastern co help people learn to
deal with chem. Pam Schnake, of
Decatur, ran che annual "Dealing

CAMPUS

Wich Difficulc People" workshop
from 8 a.m. - noon Thursday in chc
Charlcsron-Mattoon Room in the
Manin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Her specialty includes
arranging interactive workshops
so char people can learn cn.-acive
problem solving habits.
"Everyone has chose difficult
people char just have trouble getting
along," said Bowman, training
coordinator for human resources.
"'Ihis workshop discusses workplace
issues and (allows) everybody (co
participacc)."
The workshop discussed possible

problematic scenarios chat may
occur between two people in
the workplace. All who attended
were placed inco groups co discuss
rational ways of solving problems.
The groups spoke among
themselves and seemed to enjoy the
resolutions chcy were generating.
"(This workshop) was very much
so beneficial," said George Hovorka,
a communication scudies graduace
student and scaff member wich
WEIU. "I think ic offered up some
potential solutions co difficulcies
of situations ... 'Ihcrc rt.-ally arc
solutions co problems we run into.

nice

I would definitely ancnd again next
year because you've had a year co
put some of chest suggestions to
use. A year from now, I can cake chc
op·porrunity to say ' I cried chis and
it didn't work... ' [The workshop
directors) may be able co say, 'Ir
didn't work because of chis reason
or char."'
Bowman stressed char the
annual event is for everyone. "The
entire campus is welcome co anend;
students and faculty," she said.
"(Although chis workshop mostly)
deals more with staff chan faculty,
we encourage everyone to come."

I DAY OF THE DEAD

briefs

c

Choral Ensemble Concert
» The Eastern Choral ensemble will
be presenting a concert for Family
Weekend. This year's theme is
Cathedrals, Castles and colonies under
the direction Robert Rossi.
The performance will start at 4
p.m. on Sunday In the Wesley United
Methodist Church.

Foreigner Concert
,, Foreigner will take to the stage for
the 2006 Family Weekend concert at 8
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 7, at Lantz Arena.

"Over the Hedge"
» For Family Weekend University
Board will be presenting the animated
film UOver the Hedge. n
The movie wi11 be shown at 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 6, and at 1 p.m., 5 p.m.
and 8 p.m. Saturday. Oct. 7, in Buzzard
Auditorium. Admission is free.

o campus
TODAY
WA Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum"

Ti. . I 7p.m.
Loutioa I The Village Theatre
960 18th St., Charleston
More i•fo I 581-3110
Price I $10, $8 for senior citizens and
$5 for students
EIU Wind Symphony

Ti•e I 7 p.m.
loc•tion I McAfee South Auditorium
Price I Free
WebCT File Management
Time I 10 a.m.
loc•tion I CATS Training Lab
1214 McAfee
More info I 581-8397

SATURDAY
ROTC All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast

JAT &IAllEC

I THE DAILY EASTW NEWS

Sarah Inman, a senior pre-early childhood education major, and Allison Kwowski, a junior health studies major, construct skeleton puppets on
Thursday evening in the MLK Union The puppets are being made in preparation for "El Dia de los Muertos" (The Day of the Dead), which is a
Mexican holiday celebrated on November 1st and 2nd to honor the dead. The puppets can be made to represent anyone that the makers want
them to. Inman is making a puppet to represent her "papa" and Kwowski is making one to represent Jessica Simpson.

Time I 6 a.m.
location I Charleston VFW, 1821
20th St.
More info I 581-8081
Price I $5 advance, $6 at the door

o mistakes

Director encourages laughter, creation
BJ Katrina Zaret

said. They are an intuitive group.
Music majors Charity Carls,
a junior; Stephanie Wendt, a
sophomore and Dan Marrhews,
Eastern's new director of bands
a junior, all agreed char Allen
is staking his claim with a carefree
anicudc and a serious work ethic.
has helped the wind symphony
Milton Allen, newly appointed
improve.
'!he sound is improving and the
to the position, will make his
way (Allen) communicates with
de bur ac 7 p. m. coday in McAfee
Gym wich chc wind symphony in
the band is motivacing, Mauhews
said. He works really wdl with the
a concen tided. "Impressions of
band, he added.
Coles Councy."
While there are only hour\X'ich his debut, Allen said he
wants to usher in a new era of the
long rehearsals four days a week,
the wind symphony paracipants
music program using che concert
as the introduction. \Votltih~ '\'l>ith ' hlltc! b~c!n' hto"'rc ac ease because of
the students has been great, Allen
the laughter encouragt.-d by Allen,
Staff lleporter

Wende said of the limited practice
time together.
"We know char during rehearsal
time, ic's all business, bur Dr. Allen's
attitude about it doesn't make it an
oppressive armospherc," said Peter
Pacini, a music educacion major.
"He treais us professionally and
encourages creation and taking
chances. He runs an intense
rehearsal where we don't feel
chrearened, bur encouraged."
"Ir would be great co have more
[rehearsal rime), but Dr. Allen is
very organized and has made very
dfeccivc ll~<" M th'e limited time he
has with us. I can't imagine what

In Tuesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, a letter to the editor
incorrectly listed the days for Family
Weeekend events. Bingo and the
hypnotist are on Friday.

difference just a half hour longer
each day would do," Pacini added.
Using chc lighter mentality has
made ir easier for the students and
Allen co construct a show rhac he
says is creative, interesting and fun
for the audience.
The concert will be riddled wich
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
surprises for che audience, who will
EVENTS
be called upon co participate in a
To report any errors, local events or
few of 1he song~ performed, he
general suggestions for future editions
said.
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Another goal of chc concen
Whitney, Via:
is co reAea in some way on che
community !n which we liv~ .. , • .
Phone I 581 ·794Z:
••••
In fact,' Uta\ gb!lt l~'the "gc.>n'8i~' ·e-l'M1~ t DENnewsitesll@gmail.coin
Office visit I 1811 Buu.ard Hall.
of the conccrc,' Allen said.
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wrote ./tie

boo'- on love.

By Brandoa NadeH
University of Connedicut

(U-WIRE) STORRS, Conn. - This
summer I was visjting my grandfather
when my cousin's husband came by with
rus kids. While I had turned on CNN
earlier, he switched it co Fox News. I
questioned this change and I was cold,
"I watch it because it's funny."
I guess less people are laughing
these days at the right-wing clowns that
populate the 24-hour news network.
Ratings are in sharp decline for Fox's I 0year anniversary.
In August, Fox's daytime
programming lost 7 percent from a year
earlier and the primerime ratings, Bill
O'Reilly's turf. lost 28 percent.
At the same time, CNN is seeing an
increase of 35 percent overall and 21
percent daytime.
Nine years ago, Fox surpassed chc
world's first 24-hour news network
in rhc ratings. a year ahead of che
expectations of the necwork's founder,
former Republican chjnk-tanker Roger
Ailes.
"Fair and Balanced" isn't as atrraccivc
as "lhe Mose Trusted Name in News"
these days.
While Fox is still beating boch
MSNBC (whose Keith Olberman has
seen an increase in ratings of 55 pcrcenc
in the lase year) and CNN, the gap is
quickly narrowing and for che first time
ever, Fox is declinjng in viewcrship.
To be honest, I don't see chis as
surprising. As I write this,
watching
"Fox and Friends."
lhe main story is the Amish school
shootings where they have interviewed
three people in che lase 20 minutes.
Each person gees asked che same series of
questions.
On CNN, there is a series of analysts
explaining che sicuation, going over all
the angles and trying co calm people
down.
Fox is going nuts.
People from all over the heartland
and South are calling in and ~ending
in e-mails about how they are afraid
chat chcre will be a shooting ac rhcir
children's school today.
One caller quoted Billy Graham
saying. "When we had prayer in school,
we didn't have guns."
Mosr critics point ouc chcse
differences as why Fox is in decline.
CNN tends to report much beetcr,
mu~lly from where the scory is, whereas
Fox usually commentates on the new~.
Also imporcanc is the obvious bi.ts
pn."Scnted by Fox and its new~men.
·fony Snow spent years on fox News
doing 1hc news before President George
W. Bush pulled him back into policies
as his press secretary -- (he was a speech
wmer for Bush's farher.)
After 10 years of a hard right slam,
people have gotten tired of such a bias
and a blmd following to che Republican
right.

I'm

•
ourv1ew

No accomplishments
coming from Bulgar
ISSUE I Student VP Bulgar's
failure to keep up on his main
campaign promise
During the 2006 m<dent government
deccions, Studenc Vice Presidcnr for
Business Affairs Levi Bulgar ran on a
platform of Registered Student Organi:zacion
funding.
Bulgar also campaigned for students to
receive regular e-mails informing them of
where their srudenc fee~ were going.
Even rhough boch arc in the planning
srages, neither campaign promise has been
accomplished ye1, and chat is not fur co the
srudencs ar Eastern.
Bulgar says char he is planning on
creating a document that will be e-mailed
co srudencs, which will give them a general
breakdown of where their scudenr fees are
going.
Planrung to create che documcnr is fine,
but the document needs to be completed
as soon as possible in order for Bulgar to
maintain his campaign promise.
The new executive board rook conuol on
July 1. Thac was chree months during which
this document could have been created and
e-mailed to students.
Bulgar also srarei:i chat he plans on
expanding the "Show me rh.c Money"
campaign started by Jillian Ruddy lase year.
Bulgar should be commended for
looking past party lines and taking good
ideas from former cxc:cucive board members
and expanding chem in order co help
educate students about their student fees.
RSO funding was couched on by most
of the candidates during rhe campaigns.
However, Bulgar promised ro gee student
organizations funding. and currently chis
promise is slill in che planning stages.
"RSO funding is a very complex issue
co deal with, and right now, Cole D. Rogers

FEATURED BLOGGER

Electronic
voting does
not work

and myself are working on the funding
aspects of che program, and eligibilicy
requirements," said Bulgar.
"Other chan chat, we are moscly crying
ro figure ouc policy and procedures, and
accessing issues that faculty. scaff and
scudents might have."
While Bulgar should be praised for
working toward his goal, planning co do
something and actually complecing ic arc
two very differenc issues.
Until RSOs have the actual funding in
their hands it will be hard to judge whether
Bulgar lived up co his campaign promise.
Many execucive boards have promised
RSO funding and failed, which Bulgar
realizes.
"RSO funding is not 'overnighc' issues
which we can address and implement
right away, and chere is not going to be a
Joe co pre!>ent or show off this ~rly in the
program," said Bulgar.
"'Ibis cakes cimc and is very complicaced.
If RSO funding would be easy. it would
have been up and running the first 1ime an
executive board promised ic would be."
While students appreciate the complexity
of funding R50s, it is unfair chal students
will have co wait until Spring 2007 co see
any of rhe funding they were promised.
"Overall chis firsc semesrer is dealing
wich planning and preparations, while
second semester will be more along the lines
of execution of these programs." said Bulgar.
Planning is important, but Srudenr
Government members need to make sure
these programs are executed as soo~ as
possible in order to maintain their campaign
promises.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmaiil.com.

I CHRIS CALVERT
"Every town has a fair share of
people with negative views towards
minorities, but why? Hasn't society as
a whole moved past those backward
beliefs that have haunted our history?"

(U-WIRE) DEKALB, - It's shocking
to think some people don't cake part
in elections because they feel their vote
doesn't count. Ir's even more astounding
co realize they may be right.
The emergence of electronic voting
has case a dark shadow upon our
electoral process. Faulty equipment, low
security standards, no paper crail and
private partisan companies exacerbate
the gloom of chis reality.
It's crue that election fraud and
miscouncs have occurred throughout
history. With electronic voting
machines, the potential for fraud is
greater chan ever before.
In the upcoming November
elections, 80 percent of American voters
will use electronic voring machines.
Four companies - Diebold, Election
Systems & Software, Sequoia Voting
Systems and Harr lnccrCivic will
rally these ballots. Three of the four
companies have financially contribuced
co the RepubliC3Jl Parry, according co
the October 2006 Rolling Scone article
by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,"Will the Next
Election be Hacked?"
Ir's scary co think private companies
determine the representatives of our
democracy. Companies with an agenda
separate from che will of the people
shouldn't be trusted with our elec:toral
process.
According to this same Rolling
Scone arriclc, statistical experts from the
University of California srudied Florida's
official tally of the 2004 presidential
election. In a Nov. 18. 2004, press
release, the experts concluded that
electronic voting machines may have
improperly given President Bush as
many as 260,000 excess votes. The
probabilicy of discrepancies
large is
less than 0.1 percent, meaning that it is
unlikely this inconsistency occurred by
chance.
Suspiciously. the councies with the
most inconsistencies were also the mosr
widely Democratic. Broward, Palm
Beach and Miami-Dade counties all
projected a decline in voces for President
Bush, but conversely, electronic voring
machIDes calculated an increased
support.
In ocher pans of the country during
the 2004 presidential election, electronic
voting machines froze up. Some voters
who pressed "Kerryft saw "Bush"
light up. and after the polls closed,
technicians discovered chac memory
cards containing voccs were rnissjng
in some machines, according to the
aforementioned Rolling Stone article.
A scudy performed by che Brennan
Center for Justice, a non-partisan
think tank at the New York University
School of Law, stares that all three of
the most commonly ~sed electronic
voting machines have signifiC3.0t security
vulnerabilities. The Brennan Center for
Justice did propose a course of action
thac would enhance the security of
electronic voting machines. They suggest
paper receipts as a safeguard, if random
and transparent audits are conducted.
Bur many machines don't produce a
paper record. Our electoral process has
never been per fe1.l. Du1 whc:u wngrc:s1>
authorized $3. 9 billion ro ensure that
the disastrous 2000 election would not
be repeated, one would think election
security would not he a big question
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n President
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The 17 names of che Presidential Advisory Search
Committee were due to che Board ofTrustees chair Leo Welch
by Monday, Oct. 2.

Jill Nilsen, vice president for external relations, expects
Robert Webber, chair of the search committee and vice chair
of the board, co announce the search committee's next steps
at today's meetlng.
"Ic's an important rime in che history of che tmiversity,"
she said, adding chat che board would like to be able to do
on-campus interviews wich candidates before che Spring 2007
semester is over.

fS-.--

"Ultimately, che responsibility of choosing che president is
that of the board's," Nilsen said, calling it one of che board's
most important responsibilities.
Today's meetlng will begin with an executive session at
10 am. at che Neal Welcome Center. One search firm will
be interviewed during che open meeting at 10:45 a.m. and
the ocher at 1:15 p.m. after che board resumes after a lunch
br~.

Sades shJw that pmplt must
rmclwdiJiSdlleslJe(ore
thtf ream1apr1ies ca~

ey United Methodist Church
...invites your family to join us this Sunday,
October 8 for Family Weekend worship.

Cit AFree BJ Shot
Get Afree flu Shot
Cit Afree fb 2rot
Cit AFree Flu Shat
Cit Afret fb Shat

Traditional Worship................... 8:30 AM
Blended Worship..................... 10:45 AM
We are located @
2206 4th Street, Charleston
across from Lawson Hall on the EIU Campus

Please join us Sunday!

"

Jeannie Coffey
(217) 348-3388

221 SIXTH ST.
CHARLESTON
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Do You Have
What It Takes
To Follow The clues
And Find
The Hidden Treasure?

.....~ walkawaYwith

$2.500 in cold

24/7 online ring design

Beeins October 6. 2006.

WtLL ROGERS THEATRE
CHARLESTON-1·800 FANDANGO 15561

INVINCIBLE (P6)
DAILY 7:00 MON MAT 2:00

Treasure Hunt Every friday &
Saturday In October, 7to11 pm.

S1lP UP (PG 13)

DAILY 6:45 MON MAT 2:15

~

Arcola, Illinois
For tickets or infonnation, call 217-268-4106
5 miles west of 1..§7 1t Al"GOla Exit 203
Visit ua on-line t

BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FANDANGO.COM

%
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SINGLE lifiEM

INCLUDES SALE MERCHANDISE

I
Go onllne, anytime, to design a custom class ring
to tell your college story. Only at jostens.com. ·

jostens •

I

Or
See your Jostens representative
for on campus specials

I

Date: Sawrday. Oa. 7th
Time: 10-4
lace: OUtslde the Bookstore

Admission includes: Barn Dance, Hillbilly
Hayride, Colossal 10-Acre Corn Maze, Train
Robbery, Old-fashioned Kiddie Carnival,
and Gunsmoke Alley

I

I
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ROYAL HEIGHTS
APARTMENTS
41 0

7th Street
Charleston, II 61920

348-0018
Mon-Fri 8am·8pm
Sat·Sun 1Oam-8pm
Buy one, get one
Free tan

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle ...

©~~
fExr {].ffjJJ @J§Jfl

Tell your doctor
the right choice...

-Furnished -New Carpet
-1.5 Bath -Off Street Parking

Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon
235-1245
345-1245

Close to Campus .. Great Rent R·ates
for Info Call Becky 345-0936

.....

BRING AD

Tanning Packages
and lotions
available at
DISCOUNT PRICES!

~
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I

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

.

DON'T BE A
WEINER ...

1,2, &3Bedrooms
4LOCATIONS
Close to campus

345-6533

Engineeringyourrelllm to fJealtby Jiving

Carripu~

p

•

~1!~~~ ~'t:i."'.:2. ......-.=~
..............

Call Today for an Apartment Tour!

Cable & lntenaet
Local phone Unc
Walter & Tnir.h
'\Vasher & Dryc:r
}'ull) Equipped Kitchen
P'rl~·ate bedroom & ball1

OffCampus Private Apartments

'Velk.In clost"t

Clubhou"c:

Am.cnltic~

Include:

.Fltnc:ss Center
Outdoor Grill
Grune Room
Computer Lab
Taruling Bc:d

ADVERTISE.
581-2816

ALAMO

STJU BOUR t 111.0ol

Welcome EIU Students &. famllles·
Remember the Alamq!

1

Hours
Friday: 4· 1Opm Saturday: 3-1 Opm
Sunday: Noon-9pm
Take the family out for a great dinner.
Walk-ins only this weekend.
Cross County Mall Rt. 16--Mattoon.

$20 CASH CARD
TIRES
,...._.,,...__,__
•....,....,..,.cir..c..
......... , h&•Ct .. '"Up"ll.ltllr'"'J.S.l.
......,.~.. 'lilrlrc•BA.·,...~r.r..n'"

----·
...............
$40 CASH CARD TIRES

n.a. ............. - ............. t ...ll't

.................""""'~·

b~f Ol ...... On-GlblW"'I a.int•
l""'h ~ llP"'flCSf_. • • U4'K.

,_.....,_.,,_.
...
,..

C..-•~_,,..._

l'9111SA•otr1.1ftJC--CiJ

.

~

r.-.,.1w1-...w.,,...e....-•

. . . .in..................... ,..ftll~-

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
Plent.' of off s1 l'(~et parking
\\at <'r Trash ind uded
S101·ag1' { nib \, ailal>Jt·

t:IAVIDN

-

IDt·\WWitz. 11
•AUTO
•TRUCK
•FARM
•TERRA
, • • • 1".. RE& " "
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The musical was written in 1962 by Larry Gilbarc.
Music and lyrics were written by Stephen
Sondheim. The doors will open a half-hour before the
show starts.
"A Funn} Thing Happened on the Way co the
Forum" will bear 7 p.m. rin Ocr. 6, 7, 9 and 10 and
ac 2 p.m. on Oct. 8 at h(; Village Theatre, 960 18ch
Sc., Charleston.
Ticker prices are $I 0 for adults, $8 for faculty, staff
and senior citizens and $5 for students.

n Roman
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FROM PAGE A1
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"The case has put in a lot of excra cime," Wolski
said.
The casr is ma<le of up from a mix of different
majors and classes.
"A diverse group, but a loc fun," Wolski said.

0Bfl'.rn
Gblif ltft@J
Friday, Oct. 6th
Friday, Oct. 6th @ 8pm
Saturday, Oct. 7th @

8pm

Grand Ballroom

CAA

decision is very important."
Another idea brought up was chat if a commircee
were formed, srudencs should be able co vott: on che
grade chac another srudenc should gee. Yee another
member was against chis norion, saying that once char
occurs, it starts blurring che line on che grade another
srudent should gee. However, chis was brought only as
a suggestion before che commirree.
A check and balance S)'litem was suggested by
CAA member Parker Melvin, on che grounds chat he
believed che proposed system would not offer a more
fair shake chan che current one does.
The system would include incorporating both a
deparcmental commiccee and the proposed grades
appeals commitree.
"We chink ic provides a fair revision to both the
facuJcy and the students; chat's what our goal was. I
chink the changes they're suggesting do not necessarily
cake that away," said Christie Roszkowski, chair of
CM.
"I do not have a particularly strong opinion on
where che levels need ro be placed," said Blair Lord,
vice president for academic alfairs. "Bue I do wane us
co have an appeal policy chat's generally supported and
wane our srudenrs co be treated fairly and our faculcy
co l?e created fairly."
Mark Feimer, who is a srudent representative for
CM and a senior hisrory major thinks the council is
on che right crack, bur does not think che policy needs
co be reviewed any further.
"Ifie came before a vote, I probably would not have
supported it," Feimer said. "Jc should not come before
the depamnenc, bur before the college, because from
a college point of view, you'll gee bercer impartiality
and everyone will gee a fair shake at whac you're trying
co do."

FROM PAGE A1

1pm, Spm, & 8pm

Buzzard

Saturday, Oct. 7th
8pm@ Lantz
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"The sysrem doesn't work particularly well," said
CM member Kachleen Bower.
lhe committee feels chat the current process, where
a srudenr needs co speak before a committee of faculcy
members to embarrassingly appeal che grade, is coo
personal.
If the new S)'litem passed, the grade appeals
committee would then have full authority co change
an appealed grade, without the department's consent.
However, while most believed char the new system
does noc work chat well, most also agreed chat it does
need to be revised in some form.
CM member Les Hyder said if a faculty member
refuses co change a grade because of a mathematical
error, the chair should cry co meet with a faculcy
member.
If neither member can agree, he has said chat
student should go co a deparcmencal committee, then
go co college commiccee.
"We should not justify or allow a multiple of
appeals and (we should) not be able co second-guess
the appeals," Hyder said.
The new policy drew backlash from special
education teacher Christy Hooser, who claimed chat
the new process wouldn't work since a committee
wouldn't understand how co make a decision on a
grade when they didn't understand all of the contexts
of the grade chat was earned.
"This would allow for a grade appeal chat a swdent
did not like, because the departmeae-will have no say
in the marcer," H ooser said. "I chink who makes chat

21 7 .345.1400
WE ARE RAISING THE BAR
IN STUDENT HOUSING AT EIU
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com
I
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Display teaches children about peyote, art
Age-appropriate
lessons about
beadwork taught to
fifth-grader s
BJ Kristina Peters
Artivrtllw; R.-portP<

A beaded ceremonial bowl used
for peyote a banned substance in
the Un.iced Scates is featured in che
latest Tarble Ans Cencer exhibit
..Beadwork Across Culrurcs."
The exhibit, which showcases
bcadwork &om Nacive American,
African, Caribbean and Mexican
culrures, is for che F.all Fifth-Grade
Enrichmenc Program caught by
scudencs.
Ir is open to studenrs and the
public unril Jan. 7, 2007. ..We do
exhibirions chat should appeal co
several audiences," said Kie Morice,
co-curacor of the exhibit and curator
of education for Tarble.
When walking through the
exhibit on Wednesday, srudents
expressed concern about reaching
the children about peyote, a
hallucinogen from the flower of a
cactus.
Borh Morice and Patricia
Belleville explained to the students
chat fortheculrures, it isaceremonfal
substance used for seeing visions.
"lr's used by these culrures not as
recreation," Morice said.
Both Morice and Belleville knew
from doing the exhibition programs
for a while rhac children know more
than people would chink.
Belleville, an associate professor
for art education and rhe professor
of the art 3400 and 3405 classes,
will be teaching the exhibit.
"Some ten-year-olds already
know (about peyote}." said
Katie Fleming, a junior an
education major, will be giving
fifth-graders a cour of the exhibit.

ERIC HILTllEI

1THE DAllY EASTEllll llEWS

Across of wood and glass beads made by the Huichol people of Jalisco, Mexico. The cross 1s a part of the
Fall Fifth-Grade Enrichment Program and is open to students and the public until Jan. 7, 2007.
Ac first was unsure about talking to
che fifth·graders abouc peyote.
After discussing ic wich Belleville
and Morice, the copic is more
comfortable, she said.
Nick Ippolito, a senior arc
education major, will also be giving
rours co che children. He realizes cbe
concern ofdiscussing the ceremonial
substance.
"As long as we go about
explaining it in the right way it
should be fine," he said.
A beaded purse wich swastikas
also appears in rhe exhibit, but has
nothing to do with Nazis.
At the rime it was srill known as
a good luck symbol, especially in
Tiber, Morice said.
The swastika represencs the
direction North, East, South and
Wesc, as wdl as the wind in the
North American Cultures.
With images of swastikas and
objects used for peyote, Morice said
that informing children and giving
them the background is best.
"We arc teaching rhem about
cultures outside of our own," she

said.
Purses and bowls are nor the
only items in the exhibit.
There are also moccasins, belts,
Sags and masks, which all show a
connection the artists have wich cbe
natural world.
Animals like birds and deer are
often depicted in cbe arl, as well as
planes, Morice said.
The icems are on loan from The
University Museum at Southern
Illinois Umversicy at Edwardsville
and from a few area private
collecrions.
However, it was the bcad~d
crocodile char caught the eye of
Kelly Coon, a senior an education
who will be teaching the fifth.
graders an art project.
The crocodile would have been
hung in the healer's house as a
powerful symbol that would ward
off evil spirits, she said.
The bright colors, tiny beads and
intricate designs within che an are
what Coon thinks the children will
like about the exhibit.
"It will be a lirtle overwhelming

for chem," she said.
"It's very lively and fun to see all
the differem works."
One overwhelming feature is
how old the objects on display are.
Children will be able co sec
items that arc over 100 years old,
Belleville said.
Monce agreed, adding that the
su.idenrs will be able co see ic and
not jusc read and look at pictures
about rhe art.

"Ic's a field trip," she said.
Coon and others will help the
fifth graders make their own beaded
bowl with the use of colorful beads
and wax.
It was fun to experiment with the
project and the objects, especially
since the wax used is for installing
roilets, she said.
The use of wax co make IJuwb
is a craditional style of the Huichol
group in New Mexico.
They lined the bowl with
beeswax and placed the seed beads
in one by one.
"It's an old form," Morice said.
Eastern scudents who are
ceachjng the fifth-graders abour the
beadwork and how ro create che art
project will also be reaching area
teachers today.
"We have to make sure our
lessons are age appropriate," said
Andrea Blaser, a junior art education
major.
Blaser will be leading the tour of
the artwork.
Fleming is glad to be reaching che
teachers, especially since it is before
they have co with the children.
"When you reach the ceachcrs
you might gee a little more
feedback," she said.
The fifth-graders will be coming
co Tarble on days from Oct. 11
throughout Nov. 15.
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The Hunt for Pink October
Lee National Denim
Day heralds beginning
of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

FAST FACTS
»Lee National Denim Day is the
largest single-day fundraiser
supporting the fight against
women's cancers, raising more than
S61 miHion in the past 10 years.

BJ CatllJ &IJer
Senior Campus Reporter

..

»Entering its second decade, lee
National Denim Day will supR<Jr t
Entertainment Industry Foundation's
Women's Cancer Research Fund •
and EIF's National Women's Cancer
Research AJriance as well as local
community breast cancer programs.

For Erin Keefe, October means
more cban midterms, Halloween
and swearer weather.
The senior math education
major knows October as pink
October: Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
Keefe and her family are familiar
For more information
visit www.denimday.com
with breast cancer.
Keefe's mom, Kit, was diagnosed
in 1985, when Erin was a year and software accomplished that.
old.
Kie died &om breast cancer in
Kie wenc into remission, but I 992 when she was 48.
cancer came back in 1991.
But Keefe and her family are
That's when Kit starred che dedicated co keeping Kit's memory
CancerHelp Insriruce, a noc-for- alive.
pro6t organization and educational
She and her sisters have
resource to help patients who have participated in Relay for Life and
questions or are confused and want the Avon Breast Cancer Walk.
co learn more about canceL
Keefe helps support breast
According co Cancerhelp.org, cancer research on campus, coo, as
Kie thought she could make better a member of National Residence
and more informed decisions abouc Hall Honorary.
her rreacment if the information
People around the coun cry will
she had was more up-to-date and make a $5 donation to wear jeans
easily accessible.
co work on Friday, as participants
CancerHelps' computer system in Lee National Denim Day.

The money raised goes roward
and
breast
cancer
research
awareness.
NRHH on campus is helping
by holding a 50/50 raffle, caking
donations for breast cancer
research, outreach and education.
Members will be collecting
in Coleman Hall and the Martin
Lu cher King Jr. University Union.
They'll also be at Saturday's
football game, hoping to earn
more money because of Family
Weekend.
"We arc hopefuJ thar there will
be a lot of people ac the game and
in turn, we hope chat many of
them will donare to chis worthy
cause," said Doug Howell, adviser
for NRHH.
NRHH has been involved with
National Denim Day for several
years, Howell said.
He remembers participating six
or seven years ago when he was a
student in the program.
Keefe is coordinating Denim
Day on campus.
She said she supports breast
cancer research because it can help
thousands of people.
In the pasc 10 years, Lee
National Denim Day has raised
more than $61 million.
The tables will be up chis
weekend only, but the raffie will
continue through Pink October.
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too drunk to drink?
Symptoms of Alcohol Poisoning

* Mental Confusion
*Person Can NOT be Roused
*Vomiting
*Seizures
*Bluish Skin Color and paleness
If you suspect Alcohol Poisoning

call 911 IMMEDIATELY!
For MOff hdormatlon?
Call 217.581.7786

www.elu.edu/-herc:

Health
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Family Weekend has arrived,
and Eastern is having a multitude of
sporting events. If you and the family
get tired of watch iog Vincent Webb Jr.
and Norris Smith (above) run through
the Redhawk defense, here are the
three other sporting events (in order)
to check out.

1. Men' s Soccer vs. &umJle, l

,.11., Sunday, Lakeside Field

Two upstart teams in the Missouri
Valley Conference meet. This game
will separate if Eastern is going to be
a contender or pretender in the MVC.
A win will give the Panthers their first
conference win, while a loss leaves
them 0-2-1 with only three conference
games left.

IAT lillAllEC I THE DAILY EASTElll IEWS
Senior fullback Dave Campione dives into the end zone while being pursued by freshman defensive back Bobson Mercier at practice on Wednesday
afternoon at O'Brien Stadium. Eastern plays host to Southeast Missouri on Saturday in the Panthers' first conference home game of the year.

2. Men's and Womett's Swimmi•9

vs: Louimlle, 4:45 p.111., Friday,
Lutz Natatori••
These warriors of the water
test their off-season skills when the
Panthers compete against the Louisville
Cardinals at Lantz Natatorium. The
women return juniors Jen Beresheim
and Pally Young, who earned Second
All-Mid-continent Conference honors.

3. Yollepall ws. Tea•essee Tee•,
Sat•nlay, 6:30 p.m., SRC CHrt 5
~you're looking for an alternative
to the Foreigner concert and you didn't
get tickets, head over to the Student
Rec Center. Court 5 is the temporary
home for the Panthers Saturday night.
Maybe the change of venue can get the
Panthers out of their 10-match losing
streak.
- Kevin Murphy

·changing the game plan
New coach Samuel has
altered approach after
SEMO has lost 9 of last
11 against Eastern
BJ Mattliew Stewe.s
Sports P.eporter

Hiscory is noc on the side of the
foocball ream &om Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Since Southeast Missouri has
never won ar Easrem and losr nine
of ics last 11 against the Panthers,
the Redhawks are crying a different

approach.
Under Tun Billings, SEMO had
always been a wide-open passing
anack tbar tried co oucscore ics
opponencs.
But after hiring Tony Samuel in
2006, the Red.hawks are atcempting
a more physical approach co both
sides of the ball.
"Power-oriented running game,
good quarcerback and cwo good
tailbacks," said Eastern acting head
coach Mack Hucson.
SEMO's game plan will be
ro slow down the cempo of the
game and physically dominace che
Panthers at the line of scrimmage.

Eastern will have to deaJ wicb
6-foot-5, 240-pound defensive
end Edgar Jones, who comes co
Charlescon with a I-AA best eight
sacks chis season and is a big reason
why the Redhawks are plus-11 in
rurnover ratio.
"Edgar was one of the first guys
to buy into ou1 system," Samuel
said. "He's a very determined
individual."
Last week, Jones had cwo sacks
against Samford in the Redhawks
19-14 win.
"We had problems with him,
there's no question about that," said
Samford head coach Bill Gray. "Bcsc

(foocball player) we've seen chis year
as far as up frout."
Eascem has allowed one sack in
three games against Division I-AA
opponencs and both tackles Eric
Johnson and Anthony Ruhican will
get opporcunicics at scoppingJones.
The pair of 300-pounders
only allowed three total sacks lase
season.
"Uoncs) has given offensive
lineman firs," Hucson said. "He's
like a rockec coming off the football
and with thac siz.c he's able co use his
athletic ability."

»

SEE PUii, PAGE 12

score board .
THROWING HEAT I MATIHEW STEVENS

PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE

Getting caught in Eastern's Webb

RUGBY

Fri. at Purd..

I 3:30 p.m. LaFayette,

Ind.
WOMEN' SOCCER

Fri. at Tennessee Tecli
4 p.m. Cookeville, Tenn.

I

CROSS COUNTRY

Sat. at Souther• Illinois lllYitational
10 a.m. Carbondale

I

FOOTBAU.

Sat. YS. $outbH~t Mis~ouri
p.m. O'Brien Reid

I 1:30

YOUEYBAU.

Sat. vs. Tennessee Tecb I 6:30 p.m.
Student Rec Center Court No. 5
Y«JMEN'S SOCCIR

SH. at Austin Peay
Oarksville, Tenn.

I 2 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER

S.n. vs. &anmHe I 3 p.m. Lakeside
Field

insidesports

You do~'t run a tailback 30
times in college foocball anymore,
you jusc don't.
Not only did chac game mark
the beginning of rhe end of Tim
Billings' run at SEMO but also
began Webb's dominance ac

Vincenc Webb Jr. is from
Missouri and knows it is che ShowMe Scace and continually docs jusc
that.
He loves playing Soucheast
Missouri and while Panther fans
may nor know ic, the ocher Ohio
Valley Conference coaches are
aware.
Ac the first pre-game press
conference, he came to the cable
and ic was ac thac moment chac

I realized "chank God, he's still
here."
Webb has co be che mosr
underraced offensive player in
Panthers hiscory.
The 5-foot- l 0, 206-pound
tailback is going co be Eascern's
third leading rusher and while
every Pancher fan is drooling over
the Mike Donaco-Micah Rucker

combination on Family Weekend,
ic's Webb thac makes this offense
go.
Nor co mention he loves playing
SEMO.
Ic's like che Sc. Louis native
continually goes into che "I'll show
you zone~ when Southeast Missouri
is on the ocher side.
Webb picked Eascern over
SEMO and Souchern Illinois
after being named an AllOistricc running back by che
St. Louis Posr Dispaccb out of
Ladue High School.
Webb had 148 yards on 30
carries in lase season's 48-24
bJowouc EIU win.
Thirry carries?

RUGBY

CROSS COUNTRY

SWIMMING

Al.LACCESS

Easten trnels to hnlH i•

PMtllers . .plmize ......
aspect of a race

Easter. opetlS 5easOll .nu.
....... meet •taiut l.otlinille

Filld Ht altold Micall a.cur,
ud list• to die podcut at
.........c...

Eastern

head

coach

Muk

Hucson may gee mad ac me
because I'm going co tell che
public his game plan for Saturday's
Family Weekend match up - hand
che ball co No. 29 again, again and

again.

......,,Hie

Matthew Stevens is
a senior journalism
major. He can
be reached at
danville1999@
11boo.com.

Pap 14

Pate87

Eastern.
Can't you imagine Tony Samuel
staying up ac night in his office
warching film of last year's game
with SEMO, chinking "whar did I
do ro deserve this?"
Noc rhac ic's Samuel's faulc,
because as a first-year head coach
he hasn't had a chance co sign a

class.

» SEE STEYEIS, PAGE IZ

.....

,

~sports
n Plan
FROM PAGE B 1

Eastern will attempt to
neutralize the Redhawk pass rush
with a healthy dose of running
the football with senior Vincent
Webb Jr.
The Panthers star tailback ranks
third nationally in rushing with
135 yards per game.
"Vincent
is
having
an
outstanding year for us," Hutson

---~------------WWW PENNEWSc.oti+lllE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

said. "He's always had oucsranding
vision but this year he's really
improved his power running."
Last season, Webb ran for 148
yards with three touchdowns and
left SµMO searching for answers
in a 48-24 road win.
"Thac kid is pretty good,"
Samuel said. "If we can slow
him down and try and see if they
can throw the ball, we've got a
chance."
Eastern returns to O'Brien
Stadium for the first time in a
month and the Panthers have won

MATT 8: MARY BURRELL
MANAGERS

seven of their last eight Ohio Valley is leading the country with
Conference games in Charleston.
an average of 47.4 yards
"I know the players are per punt buc the Redhawks
excited and after being on the had rwo punts blocked against
road for three weeks, yes, chere's Samford.
excicemenc," Hutson said. "We
"Lase week we had cwo punts
know that as defending champion blocked, that's not good," Samuel
we will receive everyone's besr said.
"Ir's that old-school Nebraska
shot."
Special teams and fidd position style of winning games," said
will be a big key in the game as Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
Southeast Missouri comes in with Bellantoni. "Conuol che football,
the nation's best punter but only if don't turn it over and win the field
position battle - chat's been their
they can protect him.
Redhawks' David Simenhoff winning formula all year."

M-F 9AM-6PM
SAT. 9AM-4PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT

Mad Hatter's tea
Saturday Open

@

7:00

Drink Specials•Hot dogs
Beer Garden

SHORT
lN€E +&"70

the Rabbit Hole
Campus Liquor Pantry

Keystone Lt. 30 pk $13 99
Patron Silver pint $2459
Drive Thru OPEN
409 Buchanan Ave. (next to Millenium)

"the closest beer in town"

EIU Parents Club welcomes rou to

Family
Weekend!
Friday Evening

"BANACHEK" (Mentalist) 8-9 PM
"BINGO NIGHT'' 8-1 I PM, University Ballroom
FREE BINGO Games - FREE Prizes/Refreshments

Saturday Morning

FREE "CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST" 9-1 I :45 AM
Fruit Salad,Assorted Danishes & Bagels, Choice of Beverages

Saturday Concert

"FOREIGNER" IN CONCERT
(Meet 23 scholarship recipients at the Saturday concert)

CONGRATULATIONS 2006 PARENTS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS!
BRIAN BARTELS, Peotone
ERICA BLESSMAN, Princeton
SHEILA DUGAN, Evergreen Park
KYLE HARVEY, New Lenox
STEPHANIE JAMES, Mattoon
EMILY KEPPLER, Beecher
DAVID KEYES, Elk Grove
KELLY LUKA, Chicago
ELLEN MCNAMARA, St. Charles

Stevens
FROM PAGE B1

But by dominaring the
Redhawks with a Missouri
prospect, the Panthers are mocking
SEMO's recruiting effort.
Noc only did we beat you nine
of the last 11 times with Florida
recruirs, a kid named Romo and
big Illinois farm kids, but we'll take
one of your guys too just for good
measure.
And how would like that salt
with your open wound?
This must have been how
Bobby Knight fdt when he stole
- okay signed - (you say potato)
what seemed like Illinois prospects
(hello my name is Quinn Buckner,
fsaiah Thomas and A.J. Guyton).
brought them co Bloomington and
proceeded ro dominate the Illini
basketball program for years.
Samuel couldn'r make his plan
more public: scop the run, ma.ke
Donato throw and get a turnover
and the problem for every other
coach in OVC chat comes in with
that plan is part one doesn'r work
0!1t. Parr one relies on Webb having
an off day, and the one team that
will not happen against is Southeast
Missouri.

predictions
Here are The Daily Eastern News'
score predictions for Saturday's football
game between Eastern and Southeast
Missouri

Sports Editor
Matt Daniels (5·0)
Eastern 31, Southeast Missouri 17
A tough test this early in Ohio Valley
Conference play, but the Panthers
prevail.

FURNITURE CO . INC.

25 CHESTNUT ST. • NEOGA, IL, 62447
PH. 217.805.2248
TOLL FREE 800.762.0156
FAX 217.895.2249

l FRIDAY 10.6 06

KRISTIN MILLER, Morton Grove
MONICA NEWMAN, Bensenville
BRYAN RANGE, Carol Stream
REBECCA RENAKER, Ingleside
EVA RUZICH, Oak Forest
PATRICK RYAN, Oak Forest
MARCUS SMITH, Bellwood
MELISSA SZACHOWICZ, Mt. Prospect

PAUL TERESI, Tinley Park
ALEXANDER TOLBERT, Skokie
CLEOPATRA WATSON, Chicago
SHANE WESTEN, Emden
KIMBERLY Z'(DEK, Paros Hills

Associate Sports Editor
Marco Santana (5-0)
Eastern 38, Southeast Missouri 16
The Panthers finally return to the
Ohio Valley Conference for good, and
any woes they've experienced are
solved because of it.

Sports Reporter
Matthew Stevens (4-1)
Eastern 38, Southeast Missouri 7
SEMO gave up 306 yards rushing
to JSU, so Vincent Webb Jr. may not stop
running as the Panthers roll.

sports 1~:1
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RUGBY I NOTEBOOK

Unexpected break helps team
Cancelled game allows
team to recover from
injuries, illness

KATIE FOWARD

SENIOR FLANKER

"We aren't a club
team ... We're
NCAA. It's not
like 'hey, let's go
in our backyard
and play.' "

By Israel Carrillo
Staff Reporter

Junior inside center Eileen O'
Rourke said nor playing Northern
Illinois lase Sacurday had some
benefics.
The time off allowed a few
injured and sick players to heal
and be ready co go Friday in West
Lafayette, Ind., against che Purdue
Boilermakers. Bue O'Rourke said
the team was not happy about
missing a week.
"I chink everyone was pretty
upset about ic,n O'Rourke said.
"The whole week, we had been
ralking about playing Northern.
Everyone's families usually comes
for che home garnes.n
O' Rourke said che time off will
let che ream gee back into the swing
of chings.
"We were supposed co have chis
week off anyways, so its nor Like we
weren't going co be ready (co play),"
O'Rourke said.
Senior flanker Katie Folliard
said she was disappointed about
che cancellation of che game against
Norchern.
"We aren't a club ream, we have a
schedule and we stick to ic," Folliard
said. "We're NCAA; no excuses. Ic's
nor Like 'bey, let's go in our backyard
and play."'
Folliard said cheir schedule is

I

just like che football team and just
Like che soccer ream, and opponents
don't cancel on them. She felt better
knowing a make-up game was
scheduled chis Friday.
"I had my grandma coming
out, l had my aunt, all of her kids,
my godmocher and my mom, my
sisters, cousins," Folliard said. "l
had so many people come chat have
never seen me play."

Team still not impressed with
themselves despite blowouts
Folliard said che ream could be
even better than what ocher people
actually chink. That is a scary
chought for opponents considering
che Panthers are on a nine-game
winning streak.
They have not been scored upon
in five straight games dating back co
lase season and also have averaged
60 points a game.
"We're nor wowing people. A lot
of our plays and scrums are being
pushed around, we're a better rerun

chan chis," Folliard said. "Everybody
on chis team has talent. If we all take
our individual talencs and work
cogccher as a team, we're gonna
wow the funs and we're gonna wow
the opponents."

Seniors more focused on play as
playing careers near an end
Senior
co-captain
Lindsay
Leskanich emphasized chis being
her lase year; now there are only
two home games left, and she
contemplated che final chapter or
her career.
Leskanich said the game off
allowed the seniors co get even more
focused knowing chis will be che
final go on the field.
Leskanich said the group of
seniors have far exceeded cheir own
expectations including her own.
She leads the team in tackles with
35 on the season. Leskanich said
the seniors haven't been chinking
about the end. They've just cried to
cake one game ac a rime.
Sophomore wing Samantha
Manto said the seniors have picked
up che leadership and haven't
thought about the lase half of che
year.
"It will bit chem in the last few
games though," Manto said. "You
can get hurt and be done."
Assistant coach Brittany Brown
said che seniors are playing every
game as if it were the lase game chey
will ever play.
"Just Like every senior, they
realize that this could be the lasr
game," Brown said.

Poteete Property Rentals
930 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL. 61 920
217- 345-5088

ERE TALS

Welcome Families!
Family Weekend
Mass Schedule

\

Saturday 5:00 pm
Sun day: 9:30 am & 11:00 am
N 09 pmMass

Newman
Catholic
Center

MA INI
LOUNGE
OPEN LATE

Newman Center: located across from Andrews Hall

Are

YOilr'fu tu re?
Now that the kids are settled at college,
it's time to think about your own education.
Let the Sch ool of Continui n g Edu cation at
Eastern Illinois University help you reach
your personal and professional goals.
Give us a call at 800-446-8918 for more
information about this exciting next phase
of your life or, e-mail us at offcmpus@eiu.edu.

www.eiu.edu/-adulted
School of

Co ntinuing Education
I;~. lc.<111 \ j'ovv.'

Domestic & Import
Beers, Cocktails

Mon-Fri
Sat & Sun

348
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

I AT TENNESSEETECH

It's all -about
•
possession
IJ lewin Murp•J
Staff Rep«ter

Possession. It's not about owning things, but it's the way
Eastern can win games.
Possession is a key component of the team - ask Eastern
head coach Tun Nowak.
"I think we can do better by keeping possession of the
ball," Nowak said. "It's something we've addressed over the
past few weeks, but it's de6nitdy become a focal point in our
training..
The Panthers mvd co Cookeville, Tenn., to take on Ohio
Valley Conference opponent Tennessee Tech at 4 p.m. today
and look to usc long possessions to find a win.
"I would like to sec us hold on to the ball more and have
some decent possession," Nowak said.
· Eastern (4-5-2, 2-0- 1 OVC) will also try co usc possession
when it plays Austin Peay at 1 p.m. on Sunday in Clarksville,
Tenn.
"Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay arc going to do everything
in their power to make sure we don't, and chat's the challenge,"
Nowak said.
There are multiple key componen ts to keep a long
possession.
"First off, the person that has the ball has to have their 6rsr
touch put them in a position to protect the ball," Nowak said.
"It's then the other ten people on the fidd, not standing and
watching them, buc moving into angles to gee the ball back
from chem."
Another factor chat is crucial co a long possession is
spacing.
"If our spacing is right, people arc in the right spots at the
right times. That's the goal," Nowak said. "There's no magic
potion to it."
Players have co have the ability, ro move around the field ac
a quick rare.
"The quicker you can gee co a spot co che ball back or
gcning to the ball, the greater chances a team has of keeping
possession," Nowak said.
Also, speed plays a role in the keeping of a long
possession.
"Speed is an incredible factor in any spore," Nowak said.
"You can't defend against a lot of speed everywhere. Physical
JAY CRAllEC I THEDAILYWTElll NEWS
speed is very important. You have co be able co chink quickly
Junior midfielder Kathleen Hayes steals the ball from Southeast Missouri's junior midfielder Alaina Lacopo during Eastern's
ouc there."
game at Lakeside Field on Friday afternoon. Hayes has nine shots on the year.
Possession of play is aJso factored in by che speed of play.
"The hard part is speed of play," Nowak said. "Thar's co
be able to make technical and caccical decisions very quickly.
le is much more than physical speed chat plays a fuccor in understand what chat means: char you don'r always have to
be the most physically fasc person on the fidd, bur if you can
Thar's rhe key co keeping possession is to be able co make the possession.
righc decision quickly. And when you don't think quick, you're
"I use a saying with my players: ·The more you know think quickly out there you can make yourself look a whole
the faster you arc,'" Nowak said. "It's imporcanc char people lot faster."
going co run yoursdf into trouble."

CROSS COUNTRY

I AT SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Panthers' minds are racing
Psychologist helps
Eastern run 'perfect

race' in minds
By.BrandJ Provaznik
Staff Reporter

Gary Canive:i begins each
meeting with the cross-country
ream with a relaxation exercise.
The lights are dimmed in Lantz
Arena's club room, and che runners
lie ouc on chc Aoor and close their
eyes.
Then in a slow. calming voice,
he instructs the athletes co start to
tense and tighten certain muscle~
and focus on their breaching.
After making sure the runners
are all relaxed, he begins a guided
imagery exercise by a~king the
run nets to concentrate on the: looks,
sounds and feds of the perfect crosscountry race.
"A mileage: kick will do the trick,
a mileage kick wi II do the trick,"
said Canivez, a spom psychologist

and a professor of psychology at
Eastern, repeatedly during the 30- •
minure exercise.
Canivez likes co USC that quote
from when Rod Dixon passed Geoff
Smith in the final mile of the 1983
New York Cicy Marathon.
"Given cwo equal athletes;
equal in physical fime.ss, equal in
technique, equal in tactics, the
athlete who has a more sound
psychological approach is more
likely to win," he said.
Canivez meets with the team a
couple of rimes a monch to help
rhe runners become becrer men rally
prepared for the upcoming meets.
Cavinez mer with women's cross·
country team on Tuesday co go
through chis cechnique.
"\Vie are giving chem a gi~
because most schools cerrainlv du
not have a psychologist wo;king
directly wich their team," said head
coach Geoff Masanet. "We are
awful lucky.~
Canivez first scans our describing
che prepararion an hour before
the meet, srretching, familiarizing

GARY CANIVEZ I SPORTS PSYCHOLOGIST

yourself with the course and
By addressing chat in the exercise,
concenrraring on performance the team believes rhey will feel more
goals.
comfonable and prepared ar this
"I usually listen co some music, weekend's meet in Carbondale.
like hip hop. co pump me up,'' said
Canivez then divides the race
freshman Alex Soto. "I don't like ro into thirds, addressing the important
really ralk co anybody before. I fuse goals in each section during the
try co focus and when I do strides I guided imagery.
plan our my race plan, isolate myself
On rhe first third he talks about
and figure om whac I want co do in getting off quick. running fast and
the race."
efficiently with a perfect mrnover,
In Tuesday's guided imagery, che perfect form and smooth, and Auid
women were focusing on r.vo things: motion.
geuing out quick and !>uscaining
He says the runners also wane co
dfon all the way through the race.
stay with 'their teammates and run
Ac the meet las1 weekend in in packs because che rough middle
Louisville, Ky., rhcy didn't get off section is ahead.
co rhat quick scan and soon found
They may need their teammate:.'
rhcmscl\'\:S stuck behind packs of encouragement co keep going, he
runners as nearly 300 women tried says.
co navigate their way along th.e
ln rhe middle section, Crnivez
rather narrow parhs.
starts to talk about the "lactic acid

building up in their muscles and
cheir bodies beginning co fed che
strain. Canivez tdls chem ro focus
on their form, and breaching in
order ro distract themselves from
che pain.
They also can call co their
teammates or choose a teammate co
rry co catch up with or an opponenr
to pass.
If they pick a goaJ and focus
on meeting it. they won't be
concentrating on the adversities the
middle section presents, be says.
Then rhe ceam comes to the final
rhird, rhey've accomplished their
r.vo goals: gerring off co a quick
~cart and maintaining good form
and pace throughout the race.
He tells the runners char they
are feeling great and begin to surge,
passing opponents one by one.
""Ihe mileage kick will do the
trick, che mileage kick will do the
trick, I got co go. I got to go,"
Caniv1.-z says again.
"I his saying helps Eastern runners
when dealing wirh exhaustion
during rhc race.
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New contenders battle to keep up
Evansville, Panthers
experience success in
nonconference play,
struggle early in MVC
IJ Joe Waltuti
Staff Reporter

Jimmy Klattcr recorded a hat
trick and the Panthers blew the
Purple Aces away in a 5-1 victory
when the team visited Evansville
last season.
Bue this year is much different
than last for both Eastern and
Evansville.
Much like the Panthers, the
Purple Accs got off to a great nan
with a 7-4 record, including their
best non-conference record in 10
years.
Bue also like Eastern,
Evansville has not rumed thcic
good non-conference play into
early Missouri Valley Conference
success.
Both teams will be looking
for their first MVC win when
the Purple Aces come to Lakeside
Field on Sunday to rake on the
CA1111E HOWS I Tll£ MILT EASTBll Ifft Panthers at 3 p.m.
Sophomore forward Brad Peters fight for the ball against Western Kentucky on
First-year Evansville head
Wednesday afternoon at Lakeside Field.
coach Mike Jacobs, the former

top assiscanr for four years at
Duke, has led his ream behind
the scoring abilities of junior
forwards Cory Elcnio and Ian

Mc:Auky.
Elenio has seven goals on the
season and McAuley is jusc behind
him with six scores. Their success
so far this season is somewhat
surprising. McAuley, a native of
Trinidad and Tobago, red shirted
last season after sustaining a
serious leg injury bur has started
10 of 11 games for Jacobs chis
season.
Head coach Adam Howarth is
aware of Evansville's two talented
strikers, and he is planning for
them.
"We have co be aware of
them at all times," Howarth said.
•(McAulcy and Elcnio) arc pesky
strikers and we need co be on
them cough.•
Elcnio had only one goal last
season while playing in 16 of 17
games for former Evansville coach
Dave Golan.
The Purple Aces were
outscored 17-2 that year in MVC
play and were winless in the
conference. They managed jusc a
2-14-1 record lase year.
Burwich their two experienced
strikers leading the way, Evansville

is improving.
"'We have a young nucleus, a
lot of new players," Jacobs said,
about what is different this year
with his team. "I would say the
personnel is the biggest difference
since last year."
Howarth chinks there is more
ro Evansville's success than new
players.
"They are an improved ceam
with a new coach and a new
atmosphere," Howarth said.
Evansville has only played
one conference game, while the
Panthers have played cwo. Eastern
opened up conference play last
weekend, dropping thcic MVC
opener 2-0 to Missouri Scare.
Eastern (8-3-1, 0-1-1 MVC)
then tied Western Kentucky on
Wednesday afternoon. The Purple
Aces opened their conference
season with a loss at Bradley but
have not played a second game.
Despite his limiced experience as
a head coach in the MVC, Jacobs
had a two-year stint as an assistfnt
coach for the Purple Aces and he
understands the difficulty of the
conference.
"The Missouri Valley is
regarded as on of the most difficult
conferences in the nation," Jacobs
said.

YOWYBALL I HOME MATCH MOVED

Involuntary change of venu·e
Panthers forced to
play in Student Rec
Center because of
schedule conflict
BJ Adam Larck
Staff Reporter

JOHN BLAIR

I

TENNESSEE TECH HEAD COACH

"My recollection
of (the SRC)
was that it did
not allow itself
playable for
a collegiate
volleyball
match ."

While Lann Arena will have
the sounds of Foreigner playing,
another part of"Eastern will have
the sounds of a game.
TheSrudenc Recreation Center
will play host ro rhe Panchers
when they play Tennessee Tech
on Saturday night.
"I think it's going to be great,"
said head coach Lon Bcnnen .
"It's going co be a nice, small, were not agreeable, because we
loud place and I hope chac we gee would be missing cwo additional
a lot of srudents to come out and days of classes," Blair said. "With
fill the place up. l chink it will be Eastern not being able ro play rhc
a great advantage for us to play macch on Sunday, no ocher day
was acceptable to us."
there."
The Panthers also tried looking
ITU head coach John Blair
said he is not excited about ac different places to play.
playing at the recreation ccnrer.
Charleston High School could
"I've actually looked in have been one possibility, but
there when we've been there for Bennett said the team wanted ro
matches, and my recollection of stay on campus.
it was that it did nor allow itself
Another possible location
playable for a collegiace volleyball would have been McAfee Gym,
march," Blair said.
but was already reserved as wdl,
Eastern knew about the Bennett said.
When they decided chat the
scheduling conAicrs in midAugust, said Mark Bonnstercer, recreation cencer was che best
associate athletic director for choice, Bonnsrecrer and Bennecr
met with Ken Baker, director of
operations.
After rhe concert had been campus recreation, to finalize
scheduled. boch reams tried to planning of the cvenr.
look in co possibly rescheduling the
"They looked ar a couple of
game. Oates suggl-ste<l, though, different options and with the
locker room fadlirks and rhings
did nor work our for rhc reams.
W'Jhey rrrU) were pretty here. this was the besr option for
agreeable," Bonnsrener said. them," Baker said.
It will be chc fim time the
"They looked into possibly
changing rhc dare, bur ic didn't P.rnchm will play in the SRC.
work for them."
1he Panthers have onlv had to
Blair said chis was due co play away from Lancz o~e other
missing more school then they time. Oct.15. 2000, Easrem lost
wancc:d to.
to Creighton ar Charleston High
~The dates rhac were proposed
School

The march was moved because
of Family Weekend and conflicts
with acrivicies on Easrern's
campus.
The match chis weekend will
be played on court five.
"Court five is off and our of
the way, so we still have (courrs)
one through four for the students,
so the game does nor gee in the
scudents way," Baker said.
Another reason court five was
chosen is mat it is larger than the
ocher courrs, Baker said.
There is work co be done
before the court will be able co
hosr an Ohio Valley Conference
match, though.
"We have ro convert it from
looking like a basketball court to
a volleyball court," Bonnstetter
said. "We're going ro use some of
the moveable seating they have
ac the Rec Center. We have to
sec up risers for the official score
cable and team chairs. Also, just
make sure we have chc audio
working for the scoreboard and
the computer stars."
Another piece of equipment
that needed to be taken down
was accually pan of che basketball
coun itself. The backboard on the
right side does nor rise up like chc
left side. Ir possibly could have
interfered with the reams' jumps
serves when they threw che ball up,
but has been removed, Baker said.
The scaring will noc be as
numerous as it is in Lantz.
"We have four scrs of portable
bleacher~. and we'll bring all
four of chose over there: for them
so they can have some seating."
B.aker .said. "We C4ll scat about
160 on rhose bleachers."
The sears will be closer ro the
court and not so spread out.
"I'm looking forward to it
really," Bennen said. "We're
going to bring some seating in
and there's a lot of room co st:1.0d
and I chink it will be a great
atmosphere."

ERK HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NflrS
Freshman outside hitter Jessica Wheeler returns the ball at practice Thursday.
The Panthers will play in Student Recreation Center court No. 5 on Saturday
because of a scheduling conflict with the Foreigner concert at Lantz Arena.
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BOONDOCKS

f•

announcements
COSTUME RENTAL for parties
and parades-plus wigs, hats,
makeup, beads, gags and gifts
for birthdays and bachelorettes!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES--609
Sixth Street, Charleston. 12-6 MF, 10-2 Sat 345-2617

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lOBl

•

help wanted

Seeking Bass and Piano Player for
Christian Praise Band. For More
information please contact The
Wesley Foundation @ 348-8191.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/6
Attention Students: Part-time
work available 25 hours per
week. 4p-9p Monday -Friday plus
some Saturdays. Assist customers
over the phone with credit card
accounts. Excellent pay and
bonus potential. Apply today
at 700 W. Lincoln Ave, next
door to cell one & Tan Express.
Consolidated market response is
the leading area employer of EIU
students. 217-639-1135.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/6
Twp Petaz, Inc., owners of radio
stations WCBH-WCRA-WCRC
located in Effingham, Illinois,
is seeking a confident, upbeat,
energetic and qualified individual
for the position of Receptionist.
Duties include, but are not limited
to: anwering busy phone lines,
greeting the public, compiling
sales presentations/packages, plus
general office duties. Computer
experience is needed. This isa full~~tio{l,J!jl",f, with benetilL
@Fere<P' lnfe~7 rndivlduals
may send a resume to: Mary
Phillips
WCSH/WCRAIWCRC
405 S. Banker #201 Effingham,
Illinois 62401 OR email to:
mphilips@cromwellradio.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
!BARTENDING! Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-965-6520
ext. 239

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED:
Spring

2007

Campus

Pointe

Apartment Second Floor. Contact
Erin at (815)735-5888.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

f•'

for rent

Available January '07: 4 bedroom

pets.

345-7286

WWW.

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Extremely
Across

Close
from

to

Campus.

Lantz.

Fully

Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates.

345-3353.

$250/

Grantview

Apartments.

room 217-276-7326.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/06

-------~00
Lincolnwood Pinetree ha5 2&3

House for Rent. Located at 16

BR Apts. available for second

Polk St. Walking distance to

semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

campus. 3 to 4 bedrooms. Call
217-663-9624
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/10
Available NOW!

2 bedroom

duplex. W/D,garbage and water
included. 2 people $275 each.
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Like new 2 bedroom mobile
home.

$500/month

&

6 bedroom house close to campus,
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088

________ oo

deposit. lnludes trash and water.

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

Call 348-5169.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16

bath, Large bedrooms completely

Available NOW!

bedroom

refrigerator Enclosed back porch

Garbage and water

and dining room. Available for

included. $325/month Call 3487733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17

the 06-07 school year for more

duplex

AVAILABLE

SPRING

Duplex For Rent!

2007

321 8th St.

remodeled new carpet, stove,

info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1/2

1430

9TH

AFFORDABLE.

DON'T WAIT!

NO PETS. 348-8305

LOOK NOW

VERY

ST.

1 Bedroom, $325/month. Call
708-n4-04Sl
....:.._:.:_.:.._~_..:__ _ _10f20
FOR FALL 2007. NICE HOMES

BDRM

4

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. I 1/2
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.

AND APARTMENTS WITH W/D.

~-------00
LADIES ARE YOU LOOKING

LITTEKEN RENTALS. 345-9267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

FOR

SURPRISEvacancyforl person. 1
block to campus. Quiet building.
Available now or 2nd semester.
$350 plus elec. 345-4489, Wood

exceptionally nice houses for
the

2007-2008

school

year.

Houses range in size from 610 bedrooms, are very wellmaintained, and only 1 block
from Lantz. Please check us out
Lo<;t: Movie related VHS tape.

at www.pantherpads.com or call

To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room 2010.

345-3148 for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to

OLD

2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.

1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE

TOWNE APARTMENTS:

TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

$.50per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

ACROSS

HOUSING

FOR

2007-

5 Money in a Swiss
bank
10 Athlete feted with a
New York City tickertape parade in 1998
14 Home of the
philosopher
Parmenides
15 Be straight

18 Architect Jones
19 Store that offers Moo
Malts
20 Single mujer: Abbr.
21 They may get
engaged

26 Pennsylvanie, e.g.
28 Some hits: Abbr.

BR.

2007.

HOUSE

DELUXE

ADJACENT TO

UNIVERSITY

AT

1426

STREET. 348-8406
....
FOR

4
7th

00

2007-2008

SCHOOL

VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,

YEAR.

4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM

7559.

52 Sometime today, say

house, large rooms, 3 decks,

53 Anjou pair

refrigerator. stove, washer/ dryer.

64 First name in 1950's
politics

campus. $460 total 512-9528
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAILABLE
House

and

FOR

JANUARY!

apartment

both

close to campus rent and lease
negotiable. 345-6967

41 Used for cover
42 Point of contention
44 Fire
45

Dijon daughter

46 Milk dispensers

12 New York skater

49 Calm's
opposite

50 Requiem title word

Available .Now 4-5 bedroom

Available January 07, 2 bedroom,

33 Revealed, in verse

11 Jacqueline Susann best
seller

47 Sun worshiper
51 Not as exciting

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

10 Root sights

40Way

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

348-9339

to Valentino
9 They have party
restrictions

39 General character

43 Tripartite treaty

COM OR CALL US AT 1217)493-

34 Sun. worshiper's focus

38 Norman Rockwell
painted her eating a
sandwich

APARTMENTS.

MORE

5 Follower of the captain's
orders

37 They help in making
some calls

41 Knock off

FOR

32 Cartoon cry

30 Seat of 8 Paso
County

HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.

31 Iowa relative

4 Starting point of the
Chisholm Trail

violinist Hilary

parking.

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING

3 Ultimately triumph

23 Grammy-winning

25 Place

TERM

30 One that performs best
when tired?

17 Cover sheet abbr.

Available Oct 1st. One:br apt.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 Super- relative

36 Old Black Sea
borderer: Abbr.

water&trash included, off-street
Street Apt. 345-1266

29 Encore elicitor

7 Like some zoo collections

24 "Iceland" star, 1942

Buchanan

1 Chow line?

a Film vamp linked

________ oo

$375/mo.

27 Where Orlando finds
Rosalind, in Shakespeare

35 Educ. test

designer Aarnio

345-5048

DOWN

13 "Look_!"

6 Soprano Fleming

apartments and houses for up
Lincoln on 1st and 3rd str~t Call

61 Ready to be junked

16 Subj. of a makeup
exam?

22 Innovative chair

to 7. Located Campus side of

I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

1 Apes

2008. I have 2 and 3 bedroom

l bathroom apartment. Close to

Non-student Classified Rates

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE

washer and dryer. Available for

$500

~-------10Bl
PANTHER PADS is renting

Reward, 345-3144

person Central air, w/d, garage.
No

house, off campus, 2 blocks from

Advertising
Representative
Wanted: Fill out application @
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Lost/Stolen: Ocean Blue Miyata.
12 speed Bike, serial it 4m295204.

torrent

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2

square tll 910 Madison.

Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.

I AARON McGRUDER

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _llBO

lost& found
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55 Up, in a way
56 Teri Garr's "Young
Frankenstein" role
57 Best Actor nominee
tor "Affliction," 1998
58 Coven : witches ::
clutch :
59 Slangy rejections
60 Bun component
Puzzle by David Levinson Wilk

48 Pointe-Noire's home

sports l~l'
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SWIMMING I HOME-OPENING MEET

Tough training prepares team for season
BJ Frankie Simoncelli
Staff Reporter

There are no championship rings
or trophies in swimming.
The swimming season comes
down co the lase meet of the year.
All fall and winter, the swimmers
aim co peak at the end of the
season.
"The entire season revolves
around
the
conference
championship meec," said Panthers
head coach Ray Padovan.
Padovan's team begins ics
season at 4:45 p.m. today ac Lancz
Natatorium against Louisville. It is
the season opener for both teams.
Padovan said Louisville should
provide a good test.
"Louisville will probably be the
best team we face all year," he said.

"They have a good new coach and
they pur a lot inco their program."
Senior Bill Senese competes in
the sprint free style and backstroke.
He said the Panthers practius
have been more difficult as rhcy
prepare for .their firsr meet.
"Praccices have been rough this
week," he said. "Louisville will be a
real strong team. They have a great
facility."
Eastern swimmers follow an
arduous training program.
They swim six out of seven days,
have two morning practices a week,
and work our three times a week.
The team has co prepare irself
both mentally and physically all
season.
They train all fall and winter for
the conference meet, which is held
in February.

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY THEATRE
jJffSfll/j

7 p.m. October 6, 7, 9, 10
2 p.m. October 8, 2006

btokbf
!•rt Sltn>M't
..i..r, Gd1lut
all(aMLpicl.,_
StqM S.l4tilr

.t-'

$2.75 BIG Bottles

~'.f

Shot Specials

LIVEMUSIC:

TEAM KNOCK BOOTS

Padovan hu been coaching for

41 years.
He said the long season also
prepares the swimmers for the final
meet.
Eastern is expecting to do even
better this year after a strong season
last year, when the girls finished
second in conference and the boys
finished fourth.
"There are changes year by year,

bur we are still looking pretty srrong
this season." Padovan said.
Padovan said the team is mong in
the sprint freestyle but weak in the
distance freestyle and breascsrroke.
Last year, the men's team
finished fourth in conference, and
the women's ream finished second.
"The women were looking good
but injuries might hold us back a
lircle at first." Padovan said.

Freshman
Lauren
Nielson
dislocated her kneecap this week
and will be our indefinitely.
Pacey Young. who competes in
breaststroke and individual medley,
said the team has a lot ro offer chis
year and is expecting big things.
"Our goal as a team is to finish
strong in conference because the
whole season really comes down to
that," Young said.

-sports
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ALL ACCESS WITH

...

MICAH RUCKER
Ii its

Micah Rucker says he can
cook well.

MICAH RUCKER

The junior wide receiver can

On liviag with Cole Stinson ...

also catch footballs well.

n We see each other probably around 10 p.m.
every night.
During the summer we'd go to the rec and
before we'd work out, we'd play som~ ping-pong
and get some intense games going on.

Rucker, who transferred from
Minnesota this season, leads the
Panthers with six touchdown
receptions this year.

On the team's trip to Hawaii ...

The Florida native spoke with

..

n It was so nice out thefe.
The water, the people. the girls in the
Hawaiian skirts. It was a lot of fun.
At the luau they put on a nice little Hawai-ian
show. They had a dude twirling fire and doing all
that stuff.
Then they picked a couple players to go up
thefe on stage and they picked (cornerback
Quinteo) Ponius to go up there and perform.
It was <Iaz!J.

Spons Editor Matt Daniels
on Monday about why he
transferred from the University
of Minnesota, his meeting with
former Dallas Cowboys wide
receiver Michael Irvin and why

On his dream job lfter graduation ...

he cut his dreadlocks before he

n Proba!*t' either being a journalist or having
rrfJ own show, doing some broadcasting type

came to Eastern.

stuff.
I love that.
I watch 'The Best Damn Sports Show Period'
and watch what Jalen Rose does.
I love watching him and seeing stuff like that.

What were the circumstances behind JOUr
transfer from University of Minnesota?
There was never really promises.
I'm not the kind of person that I don't
want anybody telling me we're going to do
this or y.rere going io do that.
I wane ro go ouc and work as hard as I
possibly can every day and cry and make
things happen.
And chat'swbat I did. In all the scrimmages,
the first scrimmage I ever played in there, I
had three catches for like 130 yards and two
touchdowns.
I was on the news and everything, and
kind of stood out.
Every scrimmage I played well. That spring
scrimmage I had a good game.
But for some reason, I don't know if it was
political stuff or what it was, I just never got
my break on the field. I used to practice every

0. diffictlltJ plari.. college ball ...

EllC Ill.Tia I THE MILT WTEll llEWS
Micah Rucker transferred to Eastern and is lighting up opposing defensive backs. He leads
the team with six touchdown receptions and 412 receiving yards.

there.

They just want ro see a good game.

day.
Players on the ream used co tell me 'why
aren't you playing. why don't they got you
in, this and that.' It was kind of a tough
siruation.

How has the adjustment been to the
ca1Rpus here at Eastem?
It's been a prerty good adjusanent.
Because the thing about the campus at
Minnesota, there's a lot of srudents and sruff
that go there but the campus is all spread
our.
'There's three or four different campuses.
They've got an East Bank, a West Bank
and then they've got a couple different
unions.
And here, it's so nice because everything
is right together.
You can walk to all your classes. You can
walk ro go eat at all the different dorms so it's
real nice. I like char.

What was it like to plaJ in a Division l·A
football bowl game?

-

It's a blast.
You play a whole season, i2 or 13 games,
when you ger the reward of going to a bowl
game, you get to play another school that's
also precty good because they had a good
enough record to go.
Then you get to go Stay in a new town for
about a week.
You get bowl gifts, you get to meet new
people.
And then the game is just fun because
new people &om different towns going there
that actually didn't go for the reams that are

What do JOU think about Vincent Webb
Jr.'s chances of plaJing in the NFL?
Webb's a good running back.
I think if he just keeps working hard and
just keeps pushing. the sky's the limit.

I was telling some fans, we're going to put
on a show.
And that's basically what we need to do.
As long as we're winning and we're
out there putting on a show for the fans
offensively, that's what's going co bring fans
to the games.
I definitely think we can do that.

I'd tell chat to anybody.

Compare him to Laurence MaroneJ, JOUr
ea-teammate?
Webb's good, but (New England Patriots
running back) Maroney~ good Oaughs). I was
watching ESPN today and he scored twice
yesterday.
Bue I'll tell you wbac: One thing about
Webb is he has great vision. He knows bow
co bit the hole.
And when he hies the hole, he hits ic at full
speed. Like I said, if be just keeps pushing.
he's going co be good.

What' s it like seeing some of JOUr eateammates in the NFL?
It's crazy.
Because chese ar~ guys you were just
playing video games with in the dorm, guys
you were just wrestling with, guys you were
just fighting with and then you see them on
ESPN and Michael Irvin and Stuart Scott
and all chose guys are talking about them
going co the Pro Bowl.
It's definitely crazy.

What's one thing Jou'd like to see more
of at home games?
Just more involvement &om the fans. I
think us as players, we need to definitely start
winning. We need ro start playing harder.

What celebrities or famous athletes hne
you met during your plaJing career?
When I was in high school I met Michael
Irvin.
Actually, one of the schools we played, Sr.
Thomas Aquinas, that's where he went.
I was coming off che field after the game
and I had heard he was there.
So I came back ouc of the locker room and
I was looking for him. I was like 'Man, he
ain't here.'
Then I rurned my head and he was right in
front of me. He just pur his hand up and was
like 'What's up, man?'
He had his kids in his arms.
It was crazy.
I was looking at his arms and they were
huge.
I got to gee way bigger to be like Michael
Irvin.

What NFL wide receiver do JOU think JOU
are MOSt similar to?
I like Larry Fitzgerald. H e's a guy that
catches everything with his hands. He has
great body control.
He's noc the fastest, not a 4.3 (guy in the
40-ya.rd dash).
He just knows bow to get open, knows
how co catch the ball.
He knows how ro separate.

n lust probably getting accfimated to
everything you're going to be doing.
When you first come in out of high school and
you come here, I'd have to say you've got to get
used to being tired.
Because you have class, then you have study
hall, then you have practice, then you have more
homework.
You got lifting weights. It's tough to get used
to but I tell guys if you stick in there and keep
pushing through it every d~ it's worth it.

What was the hardest hit JO• hne ewer
takea?
Probably last year against Ohio State.

I got in at the end of the game and we were
driving down the field and they were playing
Cover Two.
I ran by a guy off the corner and Brian
Cupito, the quarterback there, stuck it in to
me. And Nace Salley, the safety who's playing
with the (Carolina) Panthers now, be pretty
much cleaned me up.
I thoughi- I had scored but I went ouc ar
about the one-inch line.
I should have had a touchdown. And he
went to St. Thomas Aquinas too so I played
againsr him in high school.
After the game I wenr up co him after the
game and said, 'Man, why'd you have to do
that to me.'
He said, 'I'm jusr doing my job.'

Why'd you cut your dreadlocks before
you transferred to Eastern?
Actually, when I came up here on my visir
I sciJI had them.
And I told some of the guys here, l told
the coaches, I said when I come back I won'r
have these.
Basically righc before I went up (co
Minnesota) I starred growing my hair our and
I wamed to start a new thing.
And leaving there I just kind of wanted to
erase everything that happened there. 1 just
feel like I wanted ro be a new man, and I cue
the hair off. They were probably down way
past my shoulder when I cut them. It took me
three years to grow them.
My mom liked chem. Liked to keep them
clean. Used to keep my head fresh all the
time. People liked them.
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Parents experience nightlifeMany students invite their parents to visit Eastern and share in the
college lifestyle, whatever it may be
By Stacy Smith
Verge Reporter

College nighdife during Family
Weekend upgrades to a whole new level.
Some parents can be found with
their college srudenrs, socializing at house
parties and bars.
Scudencs gee a chance co inceract wirh
rheir fanUlics in a social environment
during Family Weekend.

Jr is a good time for families co hang
our with college scudents and see che
environmenc they live in, said Dcmarko
Taylor, manager of Panther Paw grill and
bar.
"My favorite pare of Family Weekend
is the drunken moms, because they like co
dance,,,. Taylor said.
Some bars play a variety of music all
ages can enjoy.
:
"Usually oldies music is played earlij:r,"
Taylor said. "We don't busc out che ~ty
shakin' music till later."
:
· tr is common· for lnalIY srudents ·

co bring their families out for nighdy
functions during Family Weekend.
"Fifty-two percent ofscudenrs {who)
come (to the bar) with parencs," Taylor
said.
"It's nice co see parents and kids out
having fun,... said Todd Edgar, owner of
Rabbic Hole Campus Liquor Pantry. "Ic's a
celebracion of generacions."
Many bars place extra orders for alcohol
and have more sraff working during Family

Some family members spend a large
amounc of money on alcohol when
drinking with their colJege-aged children.
"Lasr year a tab was run up over $500,"
Fradkin said. "Usually Eastern alumni have
:>. lo..rger rob because they come back o.nd
remember having such a good rime."
When drinking during Family
Weekend, many students will try and gee
family members drunk by giving shots or
continuously refilling their beer, Fradkin

Weekend.

said.

Parents usually buy their kids higher
quality alcohol when coming to visit,
Edgar said.
"We drink Sam Adams (on Parent's
Weekend)," said Justin Regnier, a senior
mu.sic education major. "Come on, Dad's
buying."
Bars stock up on premjum alcohol and
wine during Family Weekend.
Some popular drinks purchased ac a bar
include black Russians, vodka conic and
whiskey, said Adam Fradkin, manager of
·Ilces. •

When going to a house party or bar,
many parents wear clothing representing
organizations that their children participate
in.
Some scudents prefer to hang out with
their families at their residences or a more
personable place, because they feel bars are
coo loud.
For inscance, Regnier prefers having his
family over at his house.
"My dad did a power hour last year,"
Regnier said. "I had never seen him drunk
before."
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Senior Verge Reporter

When it comes to the generation gap, some
srudcnts arc hard pressed to find activities off campus
that both they and their parents can enjoy together.
While there are plenty of events sponsored by the
University Board, such as a mentalist and family bingo
night, the options off campus are noc quite as plentiful.
"Unforrunacdy, there are nor infinite loads of
things co do in Charleston," said Matt Bollini, a senior
marketing major. "Luckily, if you search hard enough
you can usually find something for everybody."
If the parents are avid natUie lovers, one option for
students is co take them co Fox Ridge State Park.
At the park, students can go fishing, boating or jusr
have a relaxing walk through the forest.
However, if the folks are interested in something a
bit more thrilling than natUie, a new option this year is
the flashlight tours chat Ashmore Estates is offering.
Ashmore Estates is an infamously haunted farm
where srudenrs have been conducting illegal "private"
tours for years.
Scott Kelley, the owner of the building, is usually
the person giving the flashlight rours.
"The building is a known 'haunted' property by
paranormal investigators," Kelley said. "We give you
the opportunity to walk through the entire building
and hear the history, legends and lore of the place. We
will also dispel the myths chat are in error."
The tours are on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays,
but tickets muse be bought in advance by calling 217512-9499 or going to ashmoreestaces.net. Tours cake

~\

....

upscale, they should check our Roe's. The restaurant
was converted from an old, illegal gambling house
and the place carries chat theme throughout the entire
building.
Jazz m usic plays in the background while roulette
tables and playing cards hang from the walls. It's
also popular because of its extensive drink and food
selection .
It bas everything from burgers and ribs to frog legs
and oysrers.
"The Roe's Black Front is a really good restaUI'aJlt,"
said Kevin Atkins, a graduate student orientation
coordinator at Eastern. "It's in the lower level of
the bar and is open during the day. They have some
really good food there. Ir's one of the more traditional
Charleston restaurants. Bur if you're in the mood for
breakfast food, I would check out What's Cookin'. The
strawberry bread there is amazing."

~:c;t!'b~.s to 1op.tn., sucKel!ey s~d lliar rhe time$ ·~
If the parents are not in the mood for something
creepy or even possibly educational, one could take
them bowling at Charleston Lanes located at 1310 E
Street.
While there are no special deals for Family
Weekend, Charleston Lanes will still have their normal
Boogie Bowling on Thursday nights and the Cosmic
Bowling on Friday and Saturday nights.
And while one mighr think that the Charleston
Lanes would be much busier and crowded on family
weekends, Matt Asher, a front desk clerk at Charleston
Lanes, said that isn't always true.
"On parents' weekend, we will get a little bit more
people coming in, but nothing too significant," Asher
said.
If the folks are more in the mood for something
relaxing, students could even take their parents to see
a movie.
If famiJies are looking ro for the cheapest place co
watch movies locally, the W ill Rogers theater, 705
Monroe Sc., is the convenient choice.
As of now, the animated movie "Everyone's Hero"
and Hilary D uff's "Material Girls" are both playing
there.
On the fup side, many students' favorite part of
Family Weekend is the fact they can escape from the
residence hall food and ear at a nice restaurant courtesy
of their parents' credit card.
Two popular sit-down restaurants located in the
Charleston Square are Roe's Black Front and What's
Cookin'.
What's Cook.in' is known for its comfortable and
homey atmosphere.
With its home-cooked style meals and family
environment, What's Cookin' is a place chat both
adults and students should enjoy.
But if parents are looking for something more
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Family Weekend: Stuff
to do off-campus for fun
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Grand Opening Specials!
$7 Haircut
$3 Brow or Lip Wax
$5 Off Color Service
Mention this ad for special prices

Nontraditional Student Week
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www.eiu.edu/ ,...,adulted
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TopFive
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Top 5 Best
Th•Ings Ab 0 ut
·ParentS

2117 dewitt... on the comer of 22nd str.eet in Mattoon
258-8085

WEDDING & BACHLORE I 'E ITEMS

I

GAG GIFTS, VIDEOS* DVDS,
MAGAZINES, NOVEL:rIES

& LINGERIE

Visiting on
Family Weekend

i' ...

Monday-Friday from 9am-6pm
oupon tor free gift \\'ith purcha.

------- .

r

Good only at the Charleston I
Dairy Queen

1. Shopping
When parents visit they tend to spend their
money on the groceries that scudencs normally
wouldn't buy for themselves. The feeling generated
by a stocked fridge and a new EIU sweatshirt is
priceless.

Z. Dinner
The good ching about family weekend is the
choice of.having a home cooked meal or going out
for a nice famiJy_dinner. Who would wane co pass
chat up for another night of Easy Mac?

3. Drinks
One good thing about family weekend is how
parents love to pay for drinks ac the bars. Nor only
are they paying for their own children's drinks, but
also for all of their friends.

20 State St.
• Take Division St. North to State St.
348-6886

1
I
I

or

Large Jlizzard
Offer Expires October 31. 2006

Sometimes when parents visit they accually wane
to clean their little scholar's place, whether it's doing
the dishes, folding laundry, or bringing the family
vacuum. Either way your place gets clean because
scudents rend to spend a lot of time cleaning up
before their parents get there.

Only your parents give you chac praise for the
little things like a C- on a tesc, cleaning your room
or simply nor burning c:he place down. It's a chance
ro brush your shoulders off and feel good about
yourself.

I

: 50~ off a"y Reg.

4. Clean Place

5. Praise

I

Pon~·llSIHIOm

Good lor one free
naval or toneue-ring
while supplies last

1f8f~llll~~

ru~ms

621 Charleston Ave. Mattoon, lL
(West on Lincoln, look for the log cabin)

217.258.7836

I
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Downtown Charleston
(the square)

Sister Cities Park
Ashmore Estates

Lincoln-Douglas
Debate Museum
Coles County
Fair G rounds
Lincoln Log Cabin

CITY I LOCAL BUSINESS

UNIVERSITY I EIU PARENTS CLUB

Weekend booms for hotels

Eastern's Parents Club
awards hi ore tn'a'ri '~", ~~·~ ·~ "·.;

Area lodgings fill up
fast when families
come to town for
Family Weekend

Hotel OccupallCJ

9/29

t0/6

Best Western Worthington Inn

58/66

66/66

Days Inn

36/52

52/52

Varsity Inn

10/33

33/33

$250,00 in scholarships

By Chris Essig

By Kelly Cremeat

Senior Oty Reporter

Stall Corre:-.pondent

Anyone who has had a
months.
The same goes for
parenc visit for Family Weekend
Unlike Varsicy Inn, all of Best
I lomecoming.
understands how difficult ir can
Westcrn's rooms are available co
In terms of booking so far in
be to book a hotel.
be booked a year in advance.
advance, Reichart said Family
Booking this year at the Varsicy
Best Western has an increase of Weekend is the busiest time of
Inn on Lincoln Avenue was no
races for "special events."
year.
exception.
Rates for a single room
Reichart said the best thing
Assistant manager Bhupen
increase from $65 to $90, double
to do to book a room for Family
Panchal said they have only cwo
rooms from $70 to $100, king
Weekend is "call periodically"
rooms left available for Family
rooms from $80 to $110, and
in advance" and "understand
Weekend buc chey are on standmaster rooms from $130 ro $150.
that we're a bed and breakfast
by, effectively making chem
Special events besides Family
not a motel and we don'c have
completely booked.
Weekend include Homecoming,
a plethora of rooms to offer.n
Varsicy Inn charges $10 to $20
graduation, big track meets, and
Queen Anne's has three rooms buc
more per room than usual because events of chat nature that bring in
are considering adding more.
of che increase in traffic for Family larger crowds.
Reichart also noted that
Weekend.
In Phillips' opinion, Family
customers can book cheir rooms
Panchal said that booking
Weekend is the busiest of the
online at www.queenanneson7 th.
begins almost immediately after
special events.
com
Family Weekend for the following
Queen Anne's On 7th
Days Inn on 810 W Lincoln
year.
Bed and Breakfast, unlike the
Ave is a different story from the
He said they book only about
aforementioned hotels, doesn't
rest because they aren't complecely
fifcy percent of the rooms however stare booking until three or four
booked as of Friday Sepe. 29.
for precautionary measures.
monchs before Family Weekend.
Chriscy Ban, pare-time
"Some people reserve jusc for
"People sometimes forger rhey
manager for the Days Inn of
the sake of reserving," Panchal
even booked a room,n said owner
Charleston. said there was
said.
Annette Reichart.
somewhere between 10 and 12
Panchal said there is no need
Nor long after they start
rooms still available, boch king
for more securicy measures to
booking for Family Weekend chey and queen, bur all arc smoking
be taken but Homecoming is a
are full, said Reichart.
rooms.
different story.
In fact when calling Queen
At the cime she was asked, it
"Homecoming you have ro
Anne's so dose co Family
was coo early co cell if chey would
be careful because chat is a rowdy
Weekend, Reichart starrs by
fill up.
crowd," Panchal said.
introducing Queen Anne's and
Ban did note the increase in
Varsicy Inn's neighbor, Best
then immediately stating chey are
business around Family Weekend.
Wescern Worthing Inn, which is
booked for October 6 and 7.
Anytime Eastern has a
program it is quite busy, busier
just down the road, experiences
Reichan said she gees 15 to 20
the same increase in traffic.
calls a day concerning booking for than usual, said Ban.
Lucas Phillips, front desk
Family Weekend.
Races at Days Inn during
Because of such high demands
family Weekend are che same as
clerk at Best Wescem. which also
scares booking right after Family
for rooms, the bed and breakfast
cypical weekends and no 1ncreases
Weekend, said the hoed has
increa~cs its races and requires a
in terms of staff or securicy rake!>
_ _..
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. --------~lace during Family Weekend.

The EIU Parents Club has
awarded $274,300 to 331 students
in scholarship money since it's
inception in 1985.
Each year the club, which helps
sponsor Family Weekend, offers a
$850 scholarship to srudents who
are in need of financial aid.
Member fees pay for the
scholarship. Parents pay $20 for
membership and $10 of that goes
direccly co the scholarships.
uAbout 100 to 95 students
apply depending on che student,
and 23 are picked.
I'm really surprised only that
many apply when there are 12,000
here at Eascern," said 'Ihalia
Weczcl, Parent Club recording
secretary.
The scholarship is completed
by March 1 of every year and any
student is eligible to apply. Various
committees review the information
co pick the winners.
Students are required to submit
a letter of recommendation, letter
explaining need for financial aid
and the completed application
form.
"During March and April we
review the applicants, aU of the
applicants are abouc 95 percent the
same so it is hard to narrow down
from 100 srudencs to 20 or 25,"
Wetzel said.
One of the winners of che
2006 parents club scholarship is
Monica Newman. a junior special
education major.
"I hope to work with rhe
elementary school level after

I graduate. I want to make
a difference in a child's life,"
Newman said.
Newman plans co go co
graduate school with a master's in
learning disabilities.
She is currencly involved with
Srudenr Council for Exceptional
Students, Eam:rn's choir and
employed at Stevenson dining.
Newman is al~o in the process
of rushing Pi Sigma Pi an honors
fraternicy at Eastern.
Along with the parents club
scholarship Newman has other
scholarships.
" I received a full ruicion
scholarship from Senator Carole
Pankau and also received a
scholarship from my hometown's
rotary club, Bensenville Rotary
Club," she said.
She said in her free time she
enjoys singing and performing.
"I have been singing for eight
years now," she said. "Music is
very important in my family and
also in my life."
Newman volunteers as a camp
counsdor for kids with Tourecre's
syndrome and other disabilities.
She's been volunteering at the
camp for seven years now.
During Family Weekend
Newman and other scholarship
winners will be brought on stage
before rhe Foreigner concert and
introduced.
The club will also provide a free
continental breakfast in the Union
Saturday morning and prizes for
Bingo on Friday night.
Along wich Family Weekend,
the club donates money and prizes
to other scudenc events during the
year including free bingo, Quakin'
in che Quad and First Night.

a
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7 p.m. October 6, 7, 9, 10
2 p.m. October 8, 2006

University Tours
...,.>

R•rtSlt~lnw

..11i.....,,Grl/#ln
•ltfit •nl/ L,n..-,, 6'

Slql/l<wSonl,.,;,,,

The Village Theatre• 960 18th Street

2 p.m. • 3:30 p.m .
library Quad
Come to the union after your tour and make your own caramel apples.
Watch out Prowler will be prowling the Union from 3:30 · 5:30 p.m.

Pl1one5814110for-otloM
TlcUls:$10.00odutt,18.00loculty, ~
_- _ _ ...,2·1p.m.
•lall
SS.00 student
~,

_

•

end -

-lot.
.._ _

~

f/mlht!H

hOclJ betor9 ..,.,,__.

Color Photo Buttons
4 p.m. • 6 p.m.

MATT 8: MARY BURRELL
MANAGERS

M-F 9AM-6PM
SAT. 9AM-4PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT

SHORT
FURNITURE CO. INC.
SINCE 1870

$4.00 each
Union Bridge/Walkway Lounge 2nd floor

Student Recreation Center open house & F a.m.ily work·
out
4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Free
Student Rec Center

625 CHESTNUT ST. • NEOGA, IL, 62447
PH. 217.805.2248
TOLL FREE 800.762.0l 56
FAX 217.895.2249

Friday Night Pasta Buffet
6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
$7.50 Adult EIU student
$4. 00 6-10 years old
Free
5 and under
7th Street Underground
Lower Level east wing
MLK University Union

Remember the Alamo!
Take the family out for a great dinner.
Cross County Mall Rt. 16-Mattoon

-·......._.--

Banacheck and Bingo
8 p.m.-11 p.m.

Free
University ballroom
MU< University Union
Described as the "Cream of the Crop" when it comes to entertainers. Banachek is the worlds
leading Mentalist. His talents are so incredible that he claims to be the only mentalist ever to
fool scientists into believing he possessed "psychic powers" and later reveal he was fooling
them.
'

UB Movie Night "Over the Hedge"
8 p.m.
Free
Buzzard Auditorium
Buzzard Hall

Observatory Open House
9p.m.

free
Observatory
Tour the observatory facilities and get a chance to peer through the 16" robotic telescope.
Weather permitting.

217-345-6001
Call Today for an Apartment Tour!

(located next to Wal-Mart)

Parents Club Continental Breakfast
9 a.m. ·Noon

Free

l, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments
Pl<'nt3 of off st I't'l'l parking
\\al<·r frasli indudP<l

Vending Lounge
l st Floor, east wing
MLK Union
The Parents Club is sponsoring a free continental breakfast for all families attending family
weekend. The president, vice president and representatives from the Parents Club will be available to answer questions.

Sand Art Bottles
9 a.m. · Noon
Free
Union Bridge/Walkway Lounge
2nd Floor
MLK Union

Poteete Property Rentals
930 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL. 61920
217- 345-5088

Face Painting
9 a.m. ·Noon

Free
2nd Floor

MLK Union

eventscalendar
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OIL CHANGE
LUBE & FILTER

I

Color Photo Buttons
1Oo.m. - 2p.m.
4p.m. - 8p.m.
Union Bridge/Walkway Lounge
2nd floor
MLK Union

Panther Picnic Lunch

I

11 o .m. - 1p.m.

---.-•a.i--~
-EEFR INSPECTION :

$6.25 Adult, EIU Student, Child
O'Brien Field Toil Gate Area
EIU Jazz bond will perform 11 :30p.m. - 1p.m.

HUGE TIRE SALEI

nres

=

Savings on Every Tire In Stocki

lnSalel rn;;;: WWW
ICMYmN I Nfl"''llft'

EIU Football

-~~El

1!6~f/##i(7.f1lif7(1il

Kickoff at 1:30p.m.
O'Brien Stadium

CHARLESTON Brian Sweet, Owner

417 Madison• Charleston, IL• 345-2130
OR TOLL FREE

1-866-793-3882

Panthers vs. Southeast Missouri State Red Hawks
Family Fest
4:30p.m. - 7:30p.m.

$9.50
$5.00
Free

Adults and EIU students
kids 6-10
5 and under

2nd Floor
MLK Union

UB Movie Night "Over the Hedge"
1,5,8p.m.
Buzzard Auditorium

Mad lf!fferi
fhe Rabbit Hole

Wine Tasting
1 - 2:30p.m. & 3 - 4:30p.m.
Free
1895 room 2nd floor
MLK Union
Seats ore limited, 21 to participate

elcom

Paanentsl

Foreigner Concert
Doors open at 7-p.m.
Concert starts at 8p.m.

**********************
** U:t'tiqU'@ Px-ep@i»~io-s *

Tickets are sold out

*~

*g
t
* The nicest, closest, newest, cleanest *
~apartments! You must see to believe!~

Lantz Arena

So many awesome locations to
~choose from seconds from campus!

Student Recreation Center
80.m. - 9p.m.
free
The Rec Center will be open for your enjoyment with a signed waiver. There will be parent/
student games from 10 - Noon

~

:Z

~

217-345-5022
www.unigue-properti~s.net

...............................
.. ....................

~

**********************
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Color Photo Buttons

PERSONALIZED ORDERS
MADEEASYI

~

NtUI plOfHSIOIWI U•ff

•nd

•n 1n.houH graphic Mtnl

jn • crr.al!vr t.-l•,..:J •ttrtos.p,,.,., 1

°'ttt. '°'
•1.oe
Licensed EIU Uendor or Homecoming Hpparel Great Package Deals

4p.m. - 6p.m.

$4.00 each
Union Bridge/Walkway Lounge 2nd floor

~

"*"'"-

99

Q9on( ,,_.,, . ,

0 .1 • Club C.rCI
Sl O 80
•f"d get 20 ,..nUU•I
w /owt c.n:t

Breakfast Buffet
9:30 - 12p.m.

$8.50 Adult or EIU student
$4.00 Kids 6-10
Free
5 and under
MLK Union
The Family Wekend Breakfast Buffet will give your family an opportunity to have a final meal
together as the weekend draws to a close. The buffet will Feature fire-roasted apples, biscuits
and gravy, bacon, scrambled eggs with cheese, hashbrown casserole, homemade cinnamon
rolls, assorted pastries, fresh fruit salad, orange juice, coffee and water.

'm.aninvuzlP~
I
I

l Jeannie Coffey

f,oJt $30
PRESEl\JT COUPON

I

: ( 217) 348 -3 388
: 221 SIXTH ST. C HARLESTO.

l ,PIRIS IO II 06
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Gridiron Gang
not so tough

The cafe in the
M LK Union serves

a good cup of
coffee with a side
of great service

By Stacy Smith
Verge Rcpol'ler

Thac delicious aroma of freshly
baked blueberry muffins made
throughouc che day comes from my
campus favorite, Java Beanery and
Bakery.
The inexpensive menu ranges
between $1.79-co-$3.79. and the
generously sized porcions won't
leave you hungry or broke.
Java serves a variecy of baked
goods like bagels, plain or topped
rice crispy creats, cookies, scones,
Danishes, muffins, ice cream,
sorbec, candies and bread.
My persona! favorites include
che asiago bagels, chocolate chip
cookies, blueberry muffins and
single scoop of raspberry sorbec.

By Cory Dimitrakopoulos
Verge Crlic

EllC HllTIO I T1IE IWLT WTfH I EWS

Kara Shively, a junior communications studies major, serves some of these tasty treats. Java Beanery and
Bakery offers a variety of coffee, tea, blended drinks along with bagels, muffins and scones.
Non-coffee drinkers can enjoy
refreshing smoothies, hot or cold
cea, hoc chocolate and shakes.
Recommended non-coffee
drinks are the raspberry and cream
cold blend with skim milk, hoc
chocolate and raspberry-mango
smoothies.

For on-the-go drinkers, bags
of coffee and mugs can also be
purchased. For chose unable co
decide what co order, Java provides
a list displaying all syrups, sauces,
coffees, teas, non-coffee drinks and
spcciaJs co help customers make
chcir selection and quicken its

service.
Smoothies are primarily made
with raspberry or mango flavoring,
bur cuscomers can add any syrup
chey wish ro indulge their taste
buds in.
,, SEE JAVA, PAGE ca

Must have for the true fan
Final Fantasy VII-Dirge of Cerberus
Platform - Playstation 2
Developer- Square Enix
By Duiel Dudley
Verge Critic

"Final Fantasy VII," for che
original Playstacion, has proven
icself time and rime again co be
one of the best fantasy role playing
gan1c:s of all time.
Ir has one of the biggesr fan
bases of any game in ics genre and
will go down is history as such.
The game's publisher, Square
Enix, has taken chc nine-year-old
story and added to it che reccndyrelea,ed direcc-to-DVD movie
"Advent Children," which picks up
two years after the events of "fF7."
The movie succeeds in answering several of che arbitrary questions rhac were left hanging from
che original Playstacion game.
It doesn't answer everything
though, and that's where Square
Enix's latest side ~cory comes into
play.

t•tlISftN
By lately• Thomas
Verge Critic

"Prison Break" has become
one of the cop hits in primetime
cclevision. The suspense will leave

**~ D

"final Fantasy VII" takes place
one year after che evencs of"Advcnc
Children" and dives into rhe story
behind Vincent Valentine, one of
che mysterious sccrcr characters.
If you arc an avid gamer and go
into this game expecting co play
and epic RPG, then you will be
disappointed.
Although che idea of a side story
with Valentine had grear potential,
Square Enix really missed the mark
on chis one.
Inscead of a RPG, Dirge gives
gamers an action shooter.
'!he game begins with a beautiful computer-generated cut scene
chat will leave che player in awe but
afrcr that you arc thrown into an
action sequence char leaves something co be desired.
Players will find themselves
blasring their ways though countless dumber-than-rocks enemies
and searching for iccms chey don't

lllll~1lli
you on the edge of your seac week
after week. Fans of rhc hir show
"24" would also love "Prison
Break" because rhis season has been
showing hour by hour.
So what makes this show so
great? Ir is an enjoyment for
boch men and women. Men
love it because accion cakes over

even reaJJy need co use.
The level structures, although
pretcy to look at, arc plain, boring
and really just seem like hallways to
get to the next boss.
The fact chat you don't need a
brain at all co play chis game alludes co che stifling easiness.
Even on hard mode, you get
more than enough potions and
ocher power-ups co potcnciaJJy
never die, which even includes che
boss battles.
The targeting system is almost
automatic.
1his can be good or bad depending on the gamer.
The game has about 15 levels.
Also many of rhc cue scenes,
although wdl done, lase almost coo
long, leaving the player wanting co
just kill something already.
Although che detriments of che
game do outweigh the posicivcs,
chcrc are some good aspects.

The combat system, although
repetitive, is quite fun and will
keep chc player interested enough
to continue che story.
By far, rhe bcsr pare abouc
"Dirge" is the cusrornizablc gun
syscem.
Throughout the garne, you find
new weapon cypes co add co Cerberus (Vincent's gun) chat change
it co machine guns, sniper rifles
and handguns.
Along with those attachments
are ochers chat change che length or
the gun barrel from shore co long
range.
A rich story, along with che introduction of new characters, and
chc revisiting of many historical
sires from rhe first "Final Fantasy
VII" are rhis game's saving graces
and make it one chat a true fan
must have.

The hit T. V. show appeals
to both men and women

"Gridiron Gang" scores as a
feel-good movie filled wich big hits
and big hean.
Although many of che expected
cliches and characters char often
make up rhe usual underdog
spores film can be found here, chis
movie successfully runs wich ic and
wins the hearts of chc viewers.
Directed by Phil Joanou,
"Gridiron Gang" is based on a true
scory-scenes from che documentary on che actual 'gang' and head
coach are shown ar che end of che
movie and are emotion-packed
enough to choke anyone up--and
many of che speeches given arc
taken directly from che documentary as well.
Actual inmates of che Kilpatrick detention center arc used as
C'Xcras in chc 6lm.
From drive-by to point-blank
shootings, the camera shoes make
it is easy to imagine running for
ufety right along with chese boys
when a drive-by is igniccd.
Former professional wrcsclcr
Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson offers a quite believable performance
as Sean Porter, che cough yet
approachable counselor at Camp
Kilpatrick, a Los Angdes Councy
juvenile detcncion cenccr for boys.
This role fies Johnson like a
glove and it is easy co sec chac he
really cares for the boys and he
can rclace to some of chem having
grown up wich a negative and
destructive father figure himse1£
Porter and fellow counselor
Malcolm Moore, played by rapper/actor Xzibit, begin co see they
need co make a change in the system when chev learn char a former
inmare close r~ Porter was killed
after being released back inco the
violent cycle of che streets.
Porter, a former high school
foocball scar, decides co "cry the
impossible" and srarc up a football
team wich the boys at che dcrencion center.
He hopes chat che boys will be
more likely co succeed after life
at Kilpatrick if they pick up the
discipline and confidence chat
football teaches.
After rcluccanc approval from
chc head of rhe detention cencer,
Porter and Moore are able co
scrounge up a team.
Throughout the process of
practicing and playing, chc coaches
arc faced wich a number of
obscacles from unmorivaced. unenrhusiascic players and distractions
from rival gang members crying
co convince unwilling high school
football coaches co play chem.

The on-going myscery romance
che screen. Ac lease one person
dies during each episode. Whac
with one of rhe inmates, Michael
more could a man wane? Usually
Scofield, and the prison's nurse,
Sara Tancredi, keeps viewers' eyes
wich violence one can assume
sex is around the corner. Yes, sex
on the screen. I personally cannot
docs appear in "Prison Break"
wair until Monday nights so I can
coo. Women love chis television
see what is going co happen nexc.
show because of che suspense
andromancechac ·
n
~r~
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Q&A with
Foreigner
keyboardist
..
Jeff Jacobs

S

By Jason Duarte
Verge Reporter

ince Foreigner's formation in
FamilJ Weekend Concert
1976, they have been rocking audiences
Events
around the world.
Who: Foreigner
Having their first album debut with
When: Saturday
two singles, Foreigner has done pretcy
Where: Lantz Arena
well over the years.
nme:8p.m.
However, since 1976. the band has
lid.et
Info: sold out
undergone several lineup changes.
le is easily available co get whatever
assortment of Foreigner desired, with
many srudio, live and greatest hies albums on music score shelves.
And with the band coming to play a sold ouc show at Lann Arena 30
years after their starr, how can scudencs not be excited?
On 'The Verge got the chance to ask Jeff Jacobs, keyboard player and
backup vocalist of Foreigner, some questions.

Q:

When did you get involved with foreigner? Early 1990s, right?
Yep. I mer Mick Jones in 1989, when I was in Billy Joel's
band during the recording of
the Storm Front album, and
Mick Jones was the producer
of that album.

JeffJacobs:

Q: How was working
with Bill Joel?
Great. Ir was my
first really big gig chat I got.
I was 26 years old and ic was
all good. (He laughs).
I played all the keyboards
on the album. He played the
acoustic piano scuff on che album and Mick had me play quire a lot accually,
and quite a lor was used on chc record. When we played live, I used co play
acoustic piano as well when Billy would run around and do his ching, as well
as all the keyboard parts.

JJ:

Q-

How do you like working with Foreigner?
It's great! I've been doing ic for a long time now, since 199 l, I
wanna say. Maybe even the fall of 1990, when Mick put Foreigner ouc with
a different singer, Johnny Edwards. In '92, we had a couple more personnel
changes. As of lace, we got Kelly Hansen singing as of March of, I believe, of
2004. So, it's been a little while.

JJ;
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Planning for weekend
begins months ahead
By Nora Maberry
Online Edrtor-in-Oiiel

The Uruversicy Board Concert Committee has been planning the Foreigner
performance since January.
"Family weekend planning usually starts
right after we get back from Christmas
break," said Mallory Taylor, Universicy
Board Concert Committee chair.
"Our office has one portion and that's
mainly the entertainment," said Ceci
Brinker, director of srudent life ar Eastern.
"We starred looking ac entertainment in
early January and we staned make inquires."
The concert committee put together a
survey so rhey could get student input on
the acts from previous family weekends. The
survey was put out in March.
"We look at rhc feedback and see who
is ouc there," Brinker said. "We will look
ac acts and sec who
we can get for rhc
weekend."
"We work with
the Parents Club, and
work with administration when picking
acts for Family Weekend," Taylor said.
The committee
also works wich an
agent who knows the
venue, the market
and their budget.
"Jc took a lot co
get co this decision
with Forei~ncr," Brinker said. "We looked at
ocher acts.
The committee looked ar Journey, STYX
and comedian Bill Engvall as possibilities for
rhe concert.
The committee uses the feedback from
che survey, but according to Brinker that
does not make or break the committees
decision.
"We have to look at who's affordable,
who's available and who is appealing to a
wide range of parents, students and the
com.mun icy."
Brinker said that decision is also inAucnced by the anises' interest in coming to
Eastern.
"An arrist might be at the cop of our
lisc, but Eastern might not be at the cop of

theirs," said Brinker.
"We had our agenr price evccyone from
James Taylor co Bill Engvall, we even looked
at the American Idol cour," Brinker said.
"We do much more planning in advance
for this concerr," Brinker said. "For scudent
concerts we plan two months in advance."
The advanced planning is because of how
many ocher agencies arc involved in planning Family Weekend and because ticket
information for Family Weekend is sent to
students' homes during the summer.
Planning for Family Weekend 2007 is
already in the tentative stages.
'Tm already looking at aces for Family
Weekend 2007," Brinker said. "But it's a
challenge because most aces don't book a
year in advance."
Some Eastern students were concerned
that the concerc would not appeal to srudcncs.
Aisha Dyson, a senior sociology major,
said she had never
heard of the band
and was worried they
were wasting student
funds on events
srudcnts would nor
arcend.
Rachael Fields, a
senior Early Childhood Education
major, said she
had never heard of
Foreigner either and
didn't plan on participating in family weekend.
"If it wru; someone 1 knew, then I would
probably bring my family co ic," Fields said.
Other srudcnts said chat chcy understood
chac it was hard for the committee to find an
act char appealed to students and parents.
"I know somccimes they have a hard rime
bringing in bands chat appcaJ to the tastes
of both students and parents," said Kari
Hobson, senior dietetics major.
"I haven't heard of them," said John
Teresi, junior History major. "Bue my
parents were telling me abour chem and the
songs they came out with."
Both Brinker and Taylor said thl' Family
Weekend Concert is geared toward.~ parencs.
"We do our very besr to find 5omcthing
chat appe.ils co studcms as well," Taylor said.

Q·

How long were you with Billy Joel before Foreigner?
I played with Billy from lace 1988 chrough '89, recorded Storm
Front and toured in 1990, and recorded River of Dreams with him m 1991.
And right before chat cour began, I was offered by Mick to become a member
of Foreigner, so chat's what I did.

Ji

Artist: Jeff Jacobs

Q:

How's it feel to come with Foreigner to a small universicy in chc
middle of Illinois?
It's kind of interesting chat chat's going towards classic rock aces
now. Cause we didn't have those gigs for a long time. We've been playing a
lot of state fairs and casinos and traditional venues, arenas, scuff like chat.
But che college sruff has been dominated by Dave Matthews and chose guys.
And we're starring to sec char at our shows as well. A lot younger audience
members show up.

JJ:

Q: Do you have any kind of weird riruals or any riruals at all b{'fore
you elay a live show?
JJ: Well, ocher than the tradition of you know, lining up the skulls.
the ancient skulls, in a circle and banging chem with old bones, you know
... I'm kidding. Riruals, no, we basically try and have a little coffee and wake
up. \Y/e're up pasr a lot of our bed times cause we all have kids now and stuff.
So, uh, no. But we show up do a sound check, what most bands do. At this
pomt, we've been on rhe road now, doin' rhis for a couple years, building up
co the point now where we're doing 15-18 show~ a month. So, we don't really
rehearse that much ac this point, we just show up and do it. With this version
of chis band, uh, it's accually che strongest I've been involved in, so you can
look forward to a 'rocking the roof off this place' kind of a show.
for the whole interview, check out rhe podcast at www.denncws.com

All Blue To Me
*** tf

By Jasoa Duarte
Verge Gille

After spending rime as a keyboardist
and background vocalist for Foreigner since
1993, Jeff Jacobs released his solo CD citied,
"All Blue To Mc" in June 2005.
Upon playing the CD, I immediately
recognized a hea\y Chicago-Blues scyle,
reminiscent of the Blues Brothers.
The first crack, also the title track,
grabbed me by surprise.
It sounded familiar, almost too familiar.
Then ic hit me. I remembered that Jacobs
used co play keyboards for Billy Joel, and
boy, does it show.
However, the fourth rrack, "My Daddy's
Soup," was not so good.
The child singing in the background
about her father's soup and her mother's
.r.omacoes gave the CD a completely different
fed, as if it were out of a Kidz Bop album.
Jacobs' voe.its are very much like your

cypical blues singer, relatively low and deep.
Throughout the CD, however, he switches
up wich several different scyles.
For example, on "Where the Bitter
Grows," the spectrum shifts from a bluesy
feel to a lighter rock persona, sounding like
a cross between Third Eye Blind and Pear]
Jam.
"A Sailor's Dream" gets even lighter than
that, fcaruring Jacobs singing on his acoustic
guitar.
The song progressively picks up, however,
maintaining the mellow feel ro it.
The vocals sound like David Bowie
influenced it, as they arc raspier and lower
pitched than chat of his ocher songs.
This CD would be ideal for something
like lace-night driving, or relaxing before you
go co sleep.
Irs overall feel is fairly light, picking up
now and chcn with slighcly more upbeat
riffs. Even with these momentary exceptions, rhe album is generally low key.
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n Java
FROM PAGE C6

For instance, popularly mixed flavors include
raspberry, strawberry or mango-coconut, yet be sure to
cry the raspberry-strawberry smoothie.
For chose chat are health conscience, use sugar-free
syrup, skim or soymilk. These options are equally
ddightful and low-fat drinks.
I prefer skim milk used with my caramd frio and
white chocolare latte.
Nor only does Java have a great menu, it also has a
great location. The student lounge located directly in
front of it is a great place ro relax and enjoy your wellworth purchase. The only negative aspects of Java are
not accepting credit, debir cards or checks. Also, there
is only one cappuccino machine, so when ir gees busy
there is a little longer of a wair. Ncvcrchcless, with its
fast service, reasonably priced options and pleasant
staff, Java is one of the besr places on campus co srop
and gee a snack or a tasty drink.
Java is open from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and 7:30 a.m. co 2:30 p.m. Friday.

S,

JJ Break

Fa1ttily Weekettd
usually 1tteans parents
stockhtg up on
necessities, be"ritting
both the local econo11ty
and the students'
nutritional health.
For this, and
everythittg else they've
done for us,
fhe Pai/y fa1ter11
New1thanks parents
on behalf of the
stude"ts of Eastern
Illinois University.

FROM PAGE C6

Also, the show's p rison and entire first season is filmed
and raken place in Joliet.
The show has a great case, coo. Some of the actors
include Dominic Purcell (lnvincibk. MiJsion Impossibk
fl), Wencwonh Miller (Underworld, Stealth), Peter
Scormare (Armageddon, Constantine), and Sarah Wayne
Callies (1he Secret Smiice, The Celestine Prophecy).

The show is based on almost a dozen men crying
ro break our of the Fox River Penetencry in Joliet.
Lase year, che entire season led up co whether or nor
they would gec out. Each of rhe inmates had different
reasons for breaking our. Michael Scofield (Wencworth
Miller's character) had his encire upper body rartooed
with the blueprints of the prison. He was then going
to use the tattoos as a map to help his brother, Lincoln,
(Purcell's character) escape the dcach sentence. Lincoln
had been framed for rhe death of the vice president's
brother. While many people have cried to help Lincoln's
innocence, Scofield felr breaking out of jail was chc only
way. Did it work? Yes, by the season finale of lase year
the men broke free.

H

Gang

FROM PAGE C6

When Poner and Moore finally find high school foot·
ball reams to play against, the playing field gees plenty of
action and camera time.
The game-time action is believable enough and will
satisfy most who arc looking for cough plays and big hiis.
If you don't mind the movie's not-so-original plot,
a wondcrful1hixrure of humor and charisma will be
enough to win you over.
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